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Traveling through Fog 

Looking back, we cannot see, 
except for its blurring lights 
like underwater stars and moons, 

our starting place. 
Behind us, beyond us now 
is phantom territory, a world 
abstract as memories of earth 
the traveling dead take home. 
Between obscuring cloud 
and cloud, the cloudy dark 
ensphering us seems all we can 
be certain of. Is Plato's cave. 

---Robert Hayden 
"The Night-Blooming cereus" 

Circumstances, furthermore, are complicated, simplified, and 
ultimately defined by the person's reaction to these 
circumstances -- for no one, no matter how it may seem, 
simply endures his circumstances. If we are what our 
circumstances make us, we are, also, what we make of our 
circumstances. This is, perhaps, the key to history since we 
are history •... 

---James Baldwin 
"Every Good-Bye Ain't Gone" 

.•• each of us, however unconsciously, can't but be the 
vehicle of the history which has produced us. Well, we can 
perish in this vehicle, children, or we can move on up the 
road. 

©copyright Marcia D. Hinckley 
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Pref ace 

James Baldwin once wrote that "Joyce is right about history 

being a nightmare - but it may be the nightmare from which 

no one can awaken. People are trapped in history and 

history is trapped in them." 1 · Especially since the 1960s, 

historians have been trying to tell "history from below112 

which corrects much of what we have mistaken about our past 

and liberates from historical misconceptions many peoples 

whose stories have not been fully or accurately told. 

Windsor, Connecticut's 350th Anniversary booklet referred to 

some of the familiar names that are part of the town's long 

and honorable history: Niles, Fitch, Loomis, Sill, Hayden, 

and Mack. Indeed, most Windsor residents are familiar with 

those names. A smaller group of Windsorites is also familiar 

with names like Sharp, Caesar, Mitchell, Peterson, Holden, 

Howard, Babcock, and Rainey. These are names of African 

Americans that have roots in Windsor a hundred to two 

hundred years deep. These names should be as widely known as 

the white names. 

The purpose of my research has been to study the development 

of the black community in Windsor, Connecticut; to identify 

those black individuals and groups who have been part of 

Windsor's history; and, though this is not a sociological 
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study , to discover identif iable patterns of relationship 

among blacks and between blacks and the hegemonic white 

community . 

I off er the results of my research as a panorama, or an 

overview of black history in Windsor that can be the basis 

for future dialogue and debate ·and further study in more 

specific subjects . My topic is too broad to allow firmly 

drawn conclusi ons. The advantage of this breadth, however, -

the advantage that convinced me of the need to take this 

risky approach - is that by first seeking the beginnings of 

free black settlement in town, I could then hunt for 

patterns that were developed or sustained over time. It is 

like looking at the whole painting before taking careful 

note of the brush strokes. 

It is important to acknowledge that I am white. I do not 

offer this information as an apology but as a qualification . 

I have done my best to interpret the data as an historian, 

irrespective of color; but all narrative contains a point of 

view. One interviewee explained to me, "You can't understand 

what it is like to be black unless you're black." Though I 

know that is true, I hope I have succeeded in adapting what 

I see "through my own lense, 113 for my goal has been to 

present the history as much as possible from a black 

perspective. The black view of American history has not been 

sufficiently documented. 

©copyright Marcia D Hinckley Page - 2 
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I should alert the reader to the gaps in the various sources 

I have used for each chapter . The bulk of the data for all 

three chapters came from primary sources, such as the 

federal census and town vital statistics. I could use no 

single primary source, however, for the entire span of my 

study . After 1910, for example, the only information 

available from the federal census is statistical; names of 

individuals are only released after seventy years . Before 

1850, only the names of heads of households were given in 

the census. I have tried to use complementary sources to 

fill in the gaps, but this has not always been possible. 

Though writing in retrospect, Stiles and Hayden provided 

contemporary evidence about early nineteenth century blacks, 

because they had each lived during that time period. There 

are no such sources for the second half of the century, 

though Fowles and Howard provide glimpses of the town as a 

whole. Consequently, the second chapter is based almost 

entirely on inference from names, numbers, and a few 

recorded occurences. 

Frederic Nelson, son of the Rev. Roscoe Nelson who was 

pastor of the First Congregational Church in the early 

decades of the twentieth century and Joan Simmons, who a 

number of years ago did some research on the beginnings of 

the Archer Church, have offered clues in their articles, 
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about turn-of-the-century blacks. A 1934 sociological study 

of the town was extremely valuable for revealing ethnic 

backgrounds and suburban/urban attitudes . But the basis of 

my third chapter is the interviews that I conducted with 

present and past Windsor residents . I conducted formal 

interviews with twelve people, two white and ten black. Some 

of these people, I interviewed several times. I found that 

interviewing more than one member of a family was very 

helpful; sometimes their stories were very different and 

helped me see the variety of experiences blacks have had in 

this town. I consulted at least another fifteen people, most 

of whom have been connected to the town in some way. I am 

deeply grateful for the generosity of my interviewees in 

sharing their time and lives with me. They taught me so much 

more than I can possibly include in this paper. 

In spite of my best attempts to define and describe the 

relationships among blacks and between the black and white 

populations, defining those relationships is exceedingly 

complex. They are laden with ambivalence and contradiction 

on both sides . While feeling neighborly and friendly (with 

genuine affection) towards black individuals, whites have 

often resisted accepting blacks as social peers . While 

chafing at circumscription by and dependence on whites, 

blacks often have valued white friendships . In addition, 

there undoubtedly has been a range of attitudes within both 
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populations. What I present in the text of my paper is 

somewhat oversimplified. 

Community, as I use it in this paper, operates on two, but 

not mutually exclusive, levels . The first is a group of 

people that cooperate with each other to form a formal, 

cohesive, and self-conscious unit whose efforts very likely 

result in the creating of institutions - a church, for 

example. The second is an informal, yet also cohesive and 

self-conscious group that is intrad~pendent and unified in 

spirit. It is, I believe, what Alice Walker means when she 

says the southern black writer has a "sense of community. 114 

It is a team spirit among people who live in reasonable 

proximity to each other that results from cooperation, 

sharing, and taking care of each other. In trying to 

determine whether or not there was a black community in 

Windsor, I am considering both levels of the term. 

There is a common misconception that blacks in town 

"disappeared into the woodwork" after high school 

graduation; that they were accepting of their circumstances, 

that they "simply existed" and were passive because they did 

not appear to be either proactive or reactive. However, as 

Baldwin wrote, " .•. no one, no matter how it may seem, simply 

endures his circumstances. 115 Surely, as in any population, 

there was a variety in the levels of success that 

individuals were able to achieve. Surely, there were people 
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who were beaten psychologically by the system. And surely, 

there was a certain amount of luck involved in any 

individual's success. But neither the people that I could 

study only on paper nor people that I interviewed seemed to 

be anything close to passive. Some more than others, of 

course, worked to stretch the parameters or to break out of 

them entirely . But even those who remained within the roles 

allotted them by the dominant culture took charge of their 

lives and created their own areas of power and control. 

"That's the way it was," I heard many times, but, always 

watchful, they learned how subtley to use the system to 

their own advantage. They made the most out of what they 

were given without letting themselves be demeaned by the 

gift. 

It is witness to the resilience and fortitude of the human 

spirit, that these people have been able to survive 

prejudice and circumscription - oppressive even in the 

relatively mild form they seemed to have in Windsor - with 

dignity and grace. 
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Introduction 

An Overview of Windsor, Connecticut 

Windsor, now considered a suburb of its younger sister 

Hartford, is a town of nearly thirty-two square miles and 

approximately 28,000 people from many racial and ethnic 

backgrounds. Though the most recent census designates about 

fourteen percent of the population as minority, that 

percentage does not refleqt the cultural and ethnic 

diversity of the people whose heritage includes African 

American, Hispanic, Chinese, Native American, Lithuanian, 

Russian, Polish, and Greek. For its first two hundred fifty 

years, however, the town's population was relatively 

homogeneous, since most of its immigrants were settlers from 

the British Isles. It was not until near the end of the 

nineteenth century that other ethnic groups immigrated to 

the town. 

In the past twenty or thirty years, the black population in 

Windsor has increased from under four percent of the total 

population to approximately ten percent. Among these people 

are families with roots nearly two hundred years old and 

families that have had no previous connection to the town. 

The cross section of Windsor's black population is very 

similar to that of the white. According to data from the 
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1980 federal census, for example, both the black and white 

population had similar percentages of people with four year 

college educations. Both had similar median incomes, though 

the blacks' was slightly higher. 

Most people do not realize that the history of blacks in 

Windsor - first recorded in town in 1680 - is nearly as long 

as that of the town itself. Windsor was an early English 

settlement, founded in 1633, only thirteen years after the 

Pilgrims' celebrated landing at Plymouth Rock. Englishmen 

from the Plymouth Colony settled Windsor in response to the 

plea of Connecticut River Indians to share their fertile 

valley lands and to help def end them against the hostile and 

pugnacious Pequot Indians who lived in the southeastern 

portion of what would become Connecticut. As a result of war 

~nd a smallpox epidemic, most of the Indians in Windsor were 

died or left to join tribes in the New York area. By the 

time the colonists declared independence, the number of 

native Americans in Windsor was negligible. 

In its early days, Windsor covered a huge area on both sides 

of the Connecticut River, though in 1768, it lost much of 

its eastern lands. Not until 1854 were Windsor's boundaries 

reduced to approximately its present size. Within those 

boundaries are three villages: Wilson, Poquonock (including 

the Rainbow area), and Windsor center, each with their own, 

though overlapping histories. 

©copyright Marcia D Hinckley Page - 8 
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Athough there were many successful manufacturing companies 

in Windsor, farming and, to a lesser degree, brickmaking 

were its staple industries until the last thirty or forty 

years . Windsor farmers have been raising tobacco since at 

least 1640 . 6 They grew a sufficient amount to export it 

during the heydey of Windsor's ·shipping industry; in 1749 , 

one shipment to Barbados included 12,664 pounds of tobacco. 7 

Throughout the nineteenth century, tobacco continued to be 

Windsor's principal crop, and by the beginning of the 

twentieth century, experimenters in Windsor succeeded in 

growing shade tobacco. 

Shade grown tobacco and the town of Windsor were nearly 

synonomous during the thirties, forties and fifties. As 

Howard wrote in his 1935 history, "The town grows more acres 

of tobacco under cloth than any other town not only in 

Connecticut and New England but in the whole world."8 

Smaller than it once was, the shade tobacco industry is 

nevertheless still important in town. 

Other than farming, brickmaking is Windsor's oldest and 

largest industry . The first known brickyard in Windsor was 

mentioned in a 1640 land record, but brickmaking was 

operating as a business as early as 1675 . 9 Though mostly 

small, family operated businesses, there were about forty 

brickyards just prior to the Civil War . "A train of 
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seventeen or eighteen oxcarts could be seen at some periods 

of the year starting out at sunrise to deliver brick to the 

merchants in Hartford, where they bartered their loads for 

groceries, cloth, and other merchandise. 1110 Windsor bricks 

have been used for many well known buildings. Bricks from 

the Mack Brickyard, for example, which made bricks for over 

a century at Mack Street, were used for Hartford's Bushnell 

Memorial Hall, Aetna Life and Casualty's home office 

building, and for buildings at Yale University, Columbia 

University, and Dennison University in Ohio. 11 

In the second half of the nineteenth century, many 

Lithuanians came to work in Windsor's few mills, and Poles 

came to work on the farms. 12 Black immigrants from the south 

were drawn to the town by the demand for domestic servants 

and by job opportunities in the tobacco and brickmaking 

industries. Agriculture, and, during certain periods, 

manufacturing industries have contributed to attracting the 

diverse groups that now make up the town of Windsor. 

The Neighborly Connection 

In addition to the close relationship that whites and blacks 

had with Hartford, the history of Windsor's black population 

is inextricably tied to that of its neighboring towns, 

especially East Granby, Suffield, Enfield, and Windsor 

Locks. Primarily farming communities like Windsor, these 
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towns gave Windsor's blacks the opportunity for a wider 

black community. As the larger town, however, Windsor 

provided neighboring black families with opportunities for 

employment. Because of this connection, the researcher will 

find that information from neighboring towns' recorded 

histories, vital data, and land records sheds light on the 

residents of Windsor. 
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Chapter 1 

Slavery and Emancipation 

Undoubtedly, there were blacks living in the town of 

Windsor, Connecticut as early as 1680, when the first record 

of a slave appeared in Henry Wolcott's will, 13 and although 

there have surely been blacks living in town ever since, 

there is very little known about them. One does learn from 

Stiles, Windsor's primary source of information about the 

town's first two and a half centuries, the names of a few of 

Windsor's slave owning families and that in the second 

quarter of the eighteenth century twenty-one slaves were 

buried in the Old Burying Ground in what is now South 

Windsor . One also learns some scanty information about a 

couple of Windsor's eighteenth century slaves and about the 

comical Negro training days that took place near Pickett's 

Tavern north of the center of town. 14 Any discussion about 

pre-Revolutionary blacks in Windsor, however, must be 

primarily speculative based on studies of the New England 

region, because of the sparse local information presently 

available. 

Since the New England economy was not; and never would be, 

dependent on the labor of the Negro as it was in the south, 

the .New England slave trading states did not import masses 
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of slaves directly from Africa, but purchased their slaves 

in the West Indies. 15 Connecticut was not so involved in the 

slave trade as Massachusetts and Rhode Island, but it did 

import slaves. Though Windsor was located far inland from 

the ocean shore, its location at the confluence of the 

Connecticut and Farmington Rivers enabled it to become a 

lively trading port, a port of delivery for ships coming 

from the West Indies and from other foreign countries. As 

active as Windsor's shipping trade was, one should not be 

surprised that Windsor's merchants brought back slaves from 

the West Indies as well as rum. 16 Nor is it surprising that 

Windsor residents owned slaves . Most New England slaves, and 

later the free blacks lived in the cities, shipping ports, 

and towns along the ocean or river coasts . Though a small 

community, Windsor was a suitable location for northern 

style slavery . 

There is no indication in the presently available records 

that slavery as an institution in Windsor differed greatly 

from slavery in the rest of New England. Both Lorenzo 

Greene's The Negro in Colonial New England and William 

Piersen's Black Yankees are indispensible studies of the 

nature of slavery in New England and should be consulted for 

more in depth information . But the close relationship 

between the New England slave master and his slave, a 

relationship that both Greene and Piersen meticulously 

discuss, is particularly significant to note in terms of 
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Windsor, because this pattern of relationship seemed to 

continue throughout the nineteenth and into the early part 

of the twentieth century between hired black workers and 

their affluent employers . 

Most New England slave holders did not own more than a few 

slaves. Very often the slave worked side by side with his 

master and did a variety of jobs - whatever needed to be 

done. Windsor resident Levi Hayden, for example, took "his 

team and negro, Tom, and worked out a [lottery] ticket for 

each member of his numerous family," presumably helping to 

build a road in the Deerfield section of town. 17 Slaves in 

New England were also known to be brickmakers, butchers, 

sailors, shipwrights, cooks, medical assistants, and 

farmers. 

In addition to working alongside their masters, slaves often 

ate and slept in the household of the slave owner and were 

considered members of the family, albeit subservient 

members. The Puritan doctrine that the family is responsible 

for the care of all its members, including the nurturing of 

their spiritual lives, applied to the care of the family's 

slaves. In fact, debates in churches often centered on the 

conflict between freeing the slave's soul and keeping him in 

bondage. Slave owners dealt with this issue in various ways; 

many taught their slaves to read and write, but many did 

not. Though they taught their slaves how to do many 
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,., different kinds of jobs, they generally did not prepare them 

to take care of themselves. As William Piersen commented, 

"New England's black population did become among the most 

assimilated (the process of acculturating African natives] 

in the Americas by the end of the eighteenth century; but, 

even putting the best light on the hypocritical motives of 

the master class, the subservient and limited roles of 

slavery were neither able to, nor intended to, prepare black 

immigrants for full participation in an open American 

society . " 18 

By the first Federal Census in 1790, however, slavery in 

Windsor, as elsewhere in Connecticut, was diminishing. 

Though slavery was not outlawed in the state until 1848, the 

state had passed a law in 1702 that required former slave 

owners to care for their manumitted slaves should they 

become "infirm or destitute . 1119 One can infer from the law 

that there was a sufficient number of freed slaves to 

warrant such a provision, and that once a slave was outside 

the family circle, the master did not necessarily feel 

compelled to continue caring for him (though it seems in 

Windsor that he frequently did) . 

Two years before the Revolution, in 1774, the slave trade 

was outlawed in Connecticut . Ten years later, perhaps 

prompted by the ideals and rhetoric of the Revolution, 

Connecticut passed the first of two gradual emancipation 
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laws. This law stated that all slaves who were born after 

1784 would be free when they reached their twenty-fifth 

birthday. In 1797, the second law declared that all those 

born after 1797 were emancipated on their twenty-first 

birthday. 

The provision for care of destitute former slaves, however, 

was not repealed. surely that law was meant to protect the 

towns and state from having to care for destitute slaves as 

its wards, but it also protected the slave from being turned 

out on his own when he was too old, or too infirm to work. 

Stiles recounts the story of a Windsor slave who was offered 

his freedom but replied," No, Massa have de meat, now you 

may pick de bone." According to William Piersen, this was a 

common Negro epigram, but it is one that implies the dilemma 

of the extent of the slave owner's responsibility for his 

slave: Who should care for the slave when he is no longer 

able to work?20 

There was nothing to prevent a slaveowner from freeing his 

slave, but he had to appeal to the local authorities and 

prove that his slave was in good health and able to be self

supporting. Local historian Jabez Hayden recounts in 

Historical Sketches the manumission of Hezekiah Chaffee's 

slave, Sarah. Though thirty-four years old, she would not 

have been freed under the gradual emancipation laws, because 

she was born prior to 1784. But, according to the document, 
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she desired her freedom and was in sufficiently good health 

to be independent. The town authorities approved her 

manumission and released Dr. Chaffee from any legal 

responsibility to care for her. 21 

The passage of these gradual emancipation laws most likely 

reflected a growing uneasiness among Connecticut residents 

about owning human beings and a gradual acceptance of 

freeing one's slaves. Because the laws also put pressure on 

those who were reluctant or hesitant to free theirs and, in 

their underlying statemen~ in favor of abolishing slavery, 

made it more comfortable for those who were undecided about 

manumission, the laws enhanced the growing sentiment in 

favor of liberating slaves. Jabez Hayden alludes to this 

sentiment when he writes about his grandmother's slaves, Tom 

and Smut. After telling about his father's surprise at 

meeting Tom on the streets in Hartford about twenty years 

after Tom was freed, Hayden writes, "What became of Smut I 

am not certain, but think she died before the public 

approved, and the custom became prevalent among owners of 

slaves to set them free." 22 Interestingly, he does not 

mention the moral issue of emancipation, and, by the 

omission, suggests the slave owners' tension and insecurity 

in freeing their slaves. Freeing ones slaves became "de 

rigueur" without necessarily being supported by the power of 

moral conviction. Because slave owners and their families 

were not being forced to confront the moral issue, they were 
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never forced to relinquish their paternal stance nor to 

acknowledge blacks as peers in the human race. 

There were, certainly, leading citizens in Windsor who never 

owned slaves. Oliver Ellsworth, for example, apparently did 

not approve of slavery, and he seemed to have compassion for 

the Negro as a person. A March 7, 1790 letter from 

Ellsworth to his wife, though devoid of any information 

regarding the specific circumstances, suggests that his 

compassion prompted him to rescue a troubled "negro girl" 

out of bondage . Ellsworth wrote, 

•.• I told (Col . Patten] I should not take her as a 
slave for life but to hold only till she should be 
25 years of age, which he seemed to approve of. He 
will expect to be freed from her support should she 
come to want after her term of service shall -be 
expired, this we must agree to & take the risk upon 
ourselves. He seemed to think it would be reasonable 
that he should receive some purchase money for her 
but said he should not be very difficult about that 
- We cannot afford to give much taking her as I have 
mentioned. - I am not certain that he will insist on 
anything; If he does & you have seen the girl & 
think it best to give something rather than not take 
h7r & you.agree f~5 a sum not exceeding ten pounds I 
will pay it- .... 

The Ellsworths, evidently, were not so desperate to find a 

servant as they were to remove the "girl" from a difficult 

· situation, one that may cause her to need additional care 

after her term of service expired. Though he did not balk at 

the principal of paying for her, he glossed over the word 

slave, stating that he will only "hold" her til age 25. If 
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they took this girl, the Ellsworths undoubtedly cared for 

her with compassion. 

That Ellsworth's daughter, with two friends, formed a school 

for blacks in New Haven24 supports the possibility that the 

Ellsworths fostered in their home a humanitarian attitude 

toward blacks. Ellsworth did net translate this viewpoint, 

however, into advocating government mandated abolition of 

slavery. One of the delegates to the Constitutional 

Convention, Ellsworth was one of the most ardent supporters 

of the proposed constitution, and he worked hard to insure 

its acceptance by the delegates and thenceforth by the 

states . Evading the moral question of holding humans as 

property, Ellsworth argued that preservation of the union 

was a higher priority than the abolition of slavery. This 

argument may have been a difficult one for him to make, in 

light of his apparent personal disapproval of slavery; it 

did not prevent him, however, from commenting (perhaps 

sarcastically, as his biographer suggests, or perhaps 

smugly) during the debate, that "As he had never owned a 

slave . . • he could not judge of the effect of slavery on 

character."25 Ellsworth died in 1807 before the abolitionist 

fervor of the 1840s and '50s. 

Many of Windsor's slaves earned their .freedom by fighting in 

the Revolutionary War. Nine black men enlisted from Windsor: 

Henry Barzillai; John Bristor, who died a month after 
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enlisting; Sampson CUff; Hamond; Oliver Mitchell, who moved 

to Windsor from East Windsor after the war; Edward "Ned" 

Negro, who died in 1778 and had been the slave of the 

Reverend David Rowland, minister of the Congregational 

Church; Plymouth; Providence; and Or . Primus, who was the 

slave of Dr. Alexander Wolcott and took the surname Manumit 

following his emancipation. Only two of these men are known 

to have returned to Windsor after the war, Oliver Mitchell 

and Dr. Primus Manumit. A census taken of the town in 1776 

shows that there were only fourteen black men over the age 

of twenty and only nine young men under age twenty. 26 Though 

it is not likely that all the soldiers were among those 

counted in 1776, one can nevertheless discern that a high 

percentage of Windsor's black men fought in the Revolution. 

Whether because of custom, of freedom earned by virtue of 

serving in the Revolution, or of the good will of local 

masters, slavery in Windsor was negligible by 1790. There 

were eleven slaves recorded in the 1790 census among a total 

of forty-seven non-whites. Admittedly, most non- whites 

(seventy percent) still lived in the homes of white 

families, but there is no way to know how many of the 

twenty-two free non- whites who, in addition to the slaves, 

lived in white households, were the householders' former 

slaves or free blacks who had moved into the town . Because 

the majority of the free blacks in wh~te households lived 

along the main street in old and prominent families, 
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however, they likely were the householders' former slaves. 

There were, in 1790, two free non-white households listed. 

By 1800, the "custom" of freeing slaves had become even more 

widespread . The 1800 census reports only four slaves, a 

decrease of nearly seventy-five percent. Two of those 

slaves, Christopher Man and Harmon, were enumerated for the 

census as being in their own households. Possibly their 

masters provided them with their own living quarters, 

enabling them to live with their own families . By 1810, the 

only slave left in the town of Windsor was Old Nance, the 

slave of Dr. Hezekiah Chaffee, Jr. According to Jabez 

Hayden, Old Nance "was not competent to take care of 

herself, and consequently was not a subject for emancipation 

had both her owners and he.rself desired it . 1127 Thus, except 

for Old Nance, slavery as an institution in Windsor had 

already been dead several decades when the state abolished 

slavery in 1848 , and nearly half a century by the time 

President Lincoln issued the Emancipation Proclamation in 

1863. 

Census and housing data. 1790-1860. 

Not only did slavery decline during the beginning of the 

nineteenth century, but there was a substantial decrease, as 

well, in the number of nonwhites who lived in white 

households . From seventy percent in 1790, the percentage in 
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white households dropped to fifty-three in 1800. A 

significant increase in the number of blacks between 1810 

and 1820 resulted in a doubling of black households rather 

than in an increase in the number of blacks in white 

households. Thus by 1820, the pattern was clearly towards 

separate housing; the majority of black Windsorites now 

lived in their own households (sixty-one percent), a 

situation which never again reversed itself . 

Until the second half of the twentieth century, the black 

population of Windsor never made up more than about four and 

a half percent of the town's total population. According to 

the first three census enumerations, however, the non white 

population made up just under two percent of the total. Both 

black and white populations grew modestly but steadily 

during this time period. As mentioned above, between 1810 

and 1820, the black population increased by fifty percent. 

Whether this was due to more accurate counting or an influx 

of new residents is impossible to determine. Since the white 

population did not increase at the same rate, black 

residents in 1820 made up over two and a half percent of the 

total population. 

Since the black population remained fairly constant for the 

next several decades, the ratio of blacks to whites depended 

on the changes in the white population . Windsor lost more 

than a third of its total population when Wintonbury Parish 
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became part of the new town of Bloomfield in 1835. Since 

Windsor lost nearly a third of its black population as well, 

the percentage of the total population remained fairly 

constant. Undoubtedly because of Irish immigration in the 

forties, Windsor's total population recouped the losses it 

sustained when Bloomfield was incorporated, and the black 

population dropped by nearly a percent to just under two 

percent of the total. 

The number of black residents was unaffected by Windsor 

Locks' separation from Windsor in 1854. Windsor's total 

population dropped by just over a thousand; the black 

population increased slighty, to sixty-eight, and thus the 

black percentage of the town's population rose to nearly 

three percent in 1860. Though there was some turn-over in 

the black population during the first half of the nineteenth 

century, except for 1820, the numbers remained fairly 

constant. It was not until after the Civil War that 

Windsor's black population showed any substantial growth. 

The transition to freedom and roadblocks to community. 

Before emancipation, slaves had some opportunities to 

socialize with each other. Not allowed to participate in 

white elections to political office, the slaves in 

Connecticut held their own elections for governor during the 

white election day celebrations. The elections were partly a 
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satirical mirroring of white elections, but the Negro 

governor did have some power among his peers. He might 

moderate disagreements among slaves and a master might call 

upon him to discipline an unruly slave. 28 There is no record 

of elections in Windsor, but possibly Windsor's slaves 

participated in the elections in Hartford. 

Though Windsor did not have election day festivities, it had 

its Negro training days near Pickett's Tavern in the Hayden 

Station section of town . Henry Stiles describes these events 

during which slaves borro~ed their masters' horses, 

equipment and attire and practiced military maneuvers. 

Stiles portrays the slaves as buffoons, 29 and, indeed, the 

ineptitude of the slaves undoubtedly amused and entertained 

the white bystanders. At the same time, however, these 

training days served as pleasant and humorous diversions for 

the participants as well as opportunities for the local 

slaves {including, perhaps, slaves from neighboring towns) 

to become acquainted with and work with each other . For how 

many years these trainings took place is unkown. Stiles says 

that they occurred after the Revolution, but the 

participants were apparently slaves rather than free blacks, 

and slavery was being phased out by 1800 . 

Though Stiles recounts that even the black participants were 

occasionally ashamed of their performance, William Piersen 

brilliantly suggests that these training days served as 
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opportunities for the blacks to mock subtlely the rigidity 

and customs of the whites . stiles wrote , "During some of the 

evolutions of the day, which were badly performed, the 

[Negro] general ' s passions got the better of his dignity, 

and he exclaimed, with heartfelt bitterness, 'A nigga allus 

will be a nigga , don ' t know nuthin, and allus did. 11130 

About Stiles' account , Piersen wrote, "This anecdote , with 

its deprecating humor belongs in the genre of others 

belittling New England's black leadership . Nonetheless, the 

awkwardness of black troops with Euro-American drilling was 

real enough . In fact, the farcical nature of the trainings 

was often precisely the design of the men who participated. 

When, for example, Governor Eben Tobias drilled his black 

escort, the command 'Fire and fall off!' was said to have 

been interpreted literally by some of the men, who threw 

themselves from their horses . It was supposed to be 

funny. 1131 Though, perhaps, the white bystanders did not get 

the joke, these training days clearly provided the slaves 

with an important and acceptable outlet for criticizing 

their masters . 

The episode also demonstrates a certain benevolence and 

ambivalence on the part of Windsor's masters. They loaned 

the slaves their horses and equipment ·and they condoned the 

time spent in what to them was a frivolity . They clearly 

were patronizing and condescending (as when a white master 
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asked his slave what time it was, knowing full well that the 

slave could not read the watch he was borrowing) 32 , yet they 

demonstrated their affection and high regard for the slaves 

(after all, he entrusted the slave with his valuable watch 

and horse) • 

Though this spirit of patronizing benevolence continued in 

Windsor in some form or another, the black comradery of 

training day that was promoted by Windsor's slave owners, 

may have deteriorated after the sl~ves' emancipation. In 

spite of the likelihood of a common bond of slavery, there 

were several factors that would have made forming a unified 

black community difficult: the small numbers of blacks, the 

freedmen's ability to move from one town to another, the 

diversity among Windsor's blacks (they had different 

training and backgrounds), the sprinkling of black homes 

around the town instead of being grouped together, and the 

blacks' continued dependence on whites for work. Though 

there is a paucity of evidence regarding the nature of the 

relationship among Windsor's pre-Civil War blacks, they did 

not seem to form a cohesive community within that of the 

hegemonic white community. 

Once emancipated, many of the former slaves left Windsor. 

Primus Manumit moved across the Connecticut River to East 

Windsor, where he was an active member of the Congregational 

Church and a respected medical doctor. According to a well 
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known anecdote, Dr. Primus occasionally took care of 

patients in Windsor as well as in East Windsor. He must have 

done very well for himself, because he owned a horse and a 

sulkey. 33 Jabez Hayden's grandmother's slave Tom moved to 

Farmington, and, perhaps, later to Hartford. General 

Newbury's slave, Mark, moved to Litchfield. 34 There is 

probably no way of knowing how many former slaves moved out 

of town (or even how many stayed), but Hayden does not 

suggest that Mark's and Tom's leaving was uncommon. 

Freedmen moved into Windsor, as well. Though many of the 

early black residents were listed in the census or the vital 

records as having been born in Windsor, some residents were 

born elsewhere in the north. Ambrose Way, Lyman Caesar, 

James Bennett, were born in Windsor. Peter Peterson was born 

in Newark (probably New Jersey), Isaac Smith was born on 

Long Island. A few individuals were from Massachusetts and 

New Hampshire. Though the birthplace of the· Mitchells is not 

known, Oliver, a Revolutionary War veteran, moved to Windsor 

from East Windsor; perhaps he, his brother Moses and his 

sister Mariam were born there. Oliver Mitchell's son-in-law, 

Job Holden, was born in Rhode Island. It is important to 

note that this pre-civil War movement of blacks took place 

within the New England region and southern New York and that 

Windsor's free black population was not made up solely of 

freed Windsor slaves.35 
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Though the blacks' migration before the Civil War seemed to 

be intraregional, one cannot be sure that the free blacks 

living in Windsor were not from the south. The main sources 

for birthplace information are the federal census and the 

town's vital statistics , both of which rely for accuracy 

upon the willingness of the enumerated person to tell the 

truth - or know the truth. Before the Emancipation 

Proclamation, southern born blacks living in the north would 

have been unlikely to admit southern birth for fear of being 

suspected as southern runaways, and there were runaways from 

the south who settled in Connecticut . The conflicting 

stories about Thomas Sharp ' s origins in Windsor suggest he 

may be an example of this situation . Thomas is listed in the 

1850 census as having been born in Connecticut, and his 

death record states that he was born in Windsor . The 1860 

census, however , and family tradition state that Thomas 

Sharp came from New York . Family tradition claims that 

Thomas swam across the Hudson River in order to get to 

Connecticut; since New York was a key waystation for 

southern runaways and swimming the river an unusual act, he 

may have been indeed have been a runaway. Generally 

speaking , however, if there were any southern born free 

blacks in Windsor prior to the Civil War, that information 

is not part of the public record . 

One can only conjecture how much movement there was in and 

out of Windsor, but there is sufficient evidence of 
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migration between 1790 and 1860 to confirm that though 

Windsor's black population during this time period was 

basically stable and constant, it was not static. This 

demonstrated mobility was certainly one of the factors that 

could have inhibited the forming of a cohesive black 

community • 

Another factor that may have impeded the forming of a black 

community was the diversity of the black population caused 

in part by the inconsistencies of the slave owners in 

preparing their slaves for freedom. The few blacks that are 

part of Windsor's history between 1790 and 1860 were not 

united by the common experience of slavery, because the 

slaves were dependent on their respective masters for their 

training and education. There were some masters who, whether 

wittingly or not, provided their slaves with the skills and 

knowledge to support themselves . Some charitable individuals 

also tried to help stuggling freedmen. For example, the 

daughters of Roger Sherman, Connecticut senator James 

Hillhouse, and Windsor's Oliver Ellsworth, formed a school 

for blacks in New Haven early in the nineteenth century. 36 

However, in his sermon, "The Charitable Blessed," preached 

in New Haven in 1810, the Reverend Timothy Dwight, a leading 

minister and social commentator, noted that assistance to 

freed slaves was insufficient. He praised the efforts of the 

three young women in forming the school for blacks and 
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pinpointed the failure of slaveowners - and [white] society 

in general - to prepare slaves for freedom. "They have no 

property," said Dwight, "nor any skill to acquire it •••• To 

give them liberty, and stop here, is to entail upon them a 

curse. We are bound to give them, also, knowledge, industry, 

economy, good habits, moral and religious instruction, and 

all the means of eternal [and, of course, temporal] life. 1137 

Clearly, there were varying degrees of fortune among black 

freedmen . The record on the situation of Windsor's former 

slaves is far from complete; records of black people were 

only sporadically kept, and, most likely, the poorer people 

left town or they did not appear in town records, because 

they would not have owned any property. There are documented 

cases, however, of Windsor slave masters who provided their 

former slaves with at least some means of support. Since 

Windsor resident Dr. Alexander Wolcott used his slave Primus 

as his medical assistant and allowed him free access to his 

library, Primus Manumit became literate (in English as well 

as some Latin) and became skillful in a profession in which 

he succeeded after being liberated. 38 Bildad Phelps, a 

lawyer, apparently was not so generous as Dr. Wolcott in 

teaching his slave George Turrer the skills and knowledge 

that would enable him to advance beyond a menial occupation. 

In addition to trying to farm his own small piece of land, 

George butchered whites' animals, farmed "on shares" chopped 

wood in winter and labored for whites in summer. Bildad and 
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his children did, however, sell George a half-acre piece of 

property in their neighborhood for ten pounds, and they held 

the mortgage for its value. 39 

Whether because of white assistance or not, there was indeed 

a modest range among the blacks' economic levels in the town 

of Windsor. In addition to Dr . Primus, the Mitchell family 

illustrates the apparent upper end of the black economic ·and 

social scale . (One must remember that this level was still 

far below the potential level for a white Windsor resident; 

Oliver Ellsworth, for exa~ple, the first Chief Justice of 

the United States Supreme Court, died in 1807 with an estate 

in Windsor of nearly $127,000.) 40 That the Mitchell brothers 

each had sufficient property when they died to warrant the 

making of a probate inventory and especially that they both 

had the knowledge and foresight to have drawn up wills 

probably reflect the relatively high stature that the two 

had in the town. 

Almost nothing is known about the Mitchells' lives prior to 

their coming to Windsor. Hayden says th~t the brothers were 

"'made free' under the old charter before 1818, 1141 but his 

information in this area is suspect. Assuming that they were 

slaves at one time, Moses was certainly free before 1791 

when he bought property in Windsor, and Oliver's 

participation in the Revolutionary War probably earned him 

his freedom. 
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Oliver moved to Windsor in 1797 after having sold the 

property in East Windsor that he bought between 1793 and 

1795. His inventory in his probate record provides a glimpse 

of his life in Windsor . He died with a modest estate valued 

at $1,048 . 75. (For the sake of comparison to someone less 

exceptional than Justice Ellsworth, one can look at the 

estate of Dr . Elisha N. Sill, a respected medical doctor and 

the town clerk, who lived several houses south of Moses 

Mitchell's house on Palisade Avenue. When Dr . Sill died in 

1845, his estate was assessed at $1658 . 26.) Undoubtedly, 

Oliver was proud of owning a silver watch (valued at $8.00), 

not a common item for white or black citizens. He had 

neither a copious amount of furniture nor a particularly 

valuable lot. He did, however, own six "black" (Windsor) 

chairs as well as six "old" chairs; he had a chest and 

drawers worth seventy-five cents, one worth thirty-seven 

cents, and an old one worth twelve cents. He had two looking 

glasses worth forty-two cents (one of Dr. Sill's was worth 

two dollars) and a cookstove that was worth eight dollars 

(Sill's Franklin stove was worth two dollars). 

His spectacles (and case) and his Bible indicate that he 

could read; his inkstand and his signature on his will 

suggest that he could write. Other items in his inventory 

suggest that he made his living in a variety of ways. He 

must have been a fisherman, since he had a fish pot, a skiff 
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with oars and sails, and a corn "kanow" . His spyglass and 

his two peacoats, typical outerwear for a sailor, also 

indicate that he spent a lot of time on the Connecticut 

River. (His house was on the banks of the river.) He very 

likely made his own boats and perhaps boats to sell since 

he had planes, saws, boards and old lead. Perhaps he also 

worked for one of the shipbuilding firms that existed in 

Windsor until about 1820. 42 He had a beetle and wedges and a 

standing cord of wood in order to cut and cord wood, which 
' 

he may have done for his own use and perhaps for hire. His 

stock of corn and rye suggest that he farmed as well. 

Oliver married a white woman, Anne, but her family 

background is unknown. He had two daughters, one of whom 

left Windsor and was presumed dead at the time of Oliver's 

death in 1840. His other daughter, Ann, married Job Holden, 

a stonecutter born in Rhode Island. Oliver Mitchell died in 

1840 as he was rowing the eight miles home from Hartford, 

where he had qone to receive his Revolutionary war pension. 

Moses's estate, at $686.88, was not quite so valuable as 

Oliver's, and he did not have stockpiles of materials that 

indicate his doing a variety of jobs as had his brother . He 

must have been a farmer, since he owned twenty-eight acres 

of land and had two tons of hay and fifteen bushells of 

corn. His beetle and wedges indicate that if he did not cut 

and cord wood for hire, he at least did it for himself • . 
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..., Moses's tastes seem to be more refined than his brother's • 

Whereas Oliver's wardrobe stressed warmth . Moses's suggested 

style. Moses had five vests, a cravat, two coats and a great 

coat. 

He enjoyed fine things in addition to fine clothes . In his 

inventory is a horse, a single harness, and a single wagon. 

Jabez Hayden wrote about that single wagon: 

The first one-horse wagon ever seen in Windsor was 
made here in 1815 ••• by David Birge .••• (I]t was 
made for Moses Mitchel (sic], a worthy colored 
citizen, who lived on Center street , about half a 
mile south of Miss Webb's .••• Mr . Birge said that Mr. 
Mitchel was very proud of the one-horse wagon, and 
when he took it from the shop ~~ went home by the 
way of East Granby to show it . 

Perhaps he bought this wagon upon selling his Palisade 

Avenue property in 1815 to James Bennett for $1,00o. 44 

Moses had six Windsor chairs, a cherry table worth $1.50 and 

a desk worth $2.00. He did not have a cookstove however. The 

andirons and bellows indicate that he used his fireplace. He 

had two tin ovens that he would have used in front of a 

fire. 

Of the two brothers, Moses was probably the intellectual. 

His Bible, Testament, and twelve volumes of old books 

suggest that he could read and that he probably read more 

than the Bible . His knowledge and skills were sufficient for 

him to be given power of attorney to sell his white 
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neighbor's land, the neighbor's having moved to New 

Hampshire. 45 While Moses was still living on Palisade 

Avenue, he was a neighbor of Ethan Barker, the first 

minister of the Methodist church in Windsor. With a small 

number of white men and women, Moses and his sister Mariam 

participated in the forming of the Methodist church in 

Windsor which occurred before the 1818 disestablishment of 

the "Congregational" church in Connecticut. 46 

Moses likely never married; there is no wife nor children 

designated in his will, which names a white man, Hiram 

Bennett, as his beneficiary with the condition that Hiram 

provide sufficient life-long care for Moses's sister. 

Though there is really no indication of the Mitchell 

brothers' relationship to ot~er blacks, they apparently 

achieved at least a modest level of acceptance among a 

certain class of whites. Hayden remembers that the brothers' 

(who undoubtedly were unable to vote) "fraternized with the 

democrats and I with the Whigs. 1147 Moses always had white 

people in his household, although one cannot tell whether 

there was any family relationship. 

One must not overemphasize the diversity among Windsor's 

blacks, because the few about whom there is information may 

have been exceptional individuals. (The majority of black 

householders, classified in the federal census as laborers, 
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may have shared common work experiences, though , of course, 

there can exist variety within such an occupational 

classification.) By the same token, one must not assume that 

there was no sense of kinship among the black people in town 

just because there is so little evidence of such . Certainly 

the high incidence of marriage within the town - and 

neighboring town - families suggests some familiarity with 

each other. That Ambrose Way and Lyman Caesar split the cost 

as well as the parcel of land that Ambrose bought in 1834 

demonstrates a cooperation that may have been more frequent 

than records indicate. The religious camp meetings that 

reputedly were held early in the nineteenth century near the 

pond at Hayden Station may also suggest a level of 

cooperation and socializing that has eluded the public 

record. 

Geography of the black population, 1790 -1860 

In 1790, Windsor's boundaries still included parts of the 

future towns of Bloomfield and Windsor Locks. The 

southwestern part of Windsor, which was called Wintonbury 

Parish became part of the town of Bloomfield, when it was 

incorporated in 1835. The northern part of Windsor just 

north of the Hayden station neighborhood, became the town of 

Windsor Locks in 1854 . The boundary with East Granby was 

hazy; a half mile strip, called the Windsor Half-Mile, 

between the two towns was considered part of both towns •. 
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Although in 1790 there were a few free non-white members of 

white households in the Wintonbury and Poquonock areas, the 

majority lived i n the households of old Windsor families 

along the main road from Hartford to Springfield . Several 

were in the southern part of town, in what is now Wilson; 

but the majority lived in households north of the Farmington 

River . There were two free non-white households, only one of 

which has been located. Because Hendricks appear in later 

East Granby records, John Hendrick's house may have may have 

been in the Windsor Half-Mile, though he was listed in the 

census enumeration for Windsor. John Bestor's house was 

probably near the present intersection of Windsor Avenue and 

Park Avenue, about a half mile south of the center green. 

This is the last reference to a free black household in this 

area of town until the 1860 census . 

The first black household in the area north of the 

Farmington River was probably that of Moses Mitchell, who 

bought his first recorded piece of property in Windsor in 

1791 for sixteen pounds . On the main road (now called 

Palisade Avenue) from Windsor to Springfield, Massachusetts, 

this quarter acre was just north of the former palisade in 

the nei ghborhood of Ellsworths, Stoughtons, Mathers - old or 

up and coming white families . Moses built or bought a house 

in this neighborhood which is still standing. Moses's 

brother Oliver came from East Windsor in 1797, buying for 

, ... 
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fifty pounds a piece of property with "two dwelling houses" 

on the west bank of the Connecticut River near the Scantic 

Ferry. Though its exact location is unclear, part of 

Oliver's land included what appears to be a right of way to 

the ferry road that intersected with the main road near 

Moses's house. 

By 1800, a free non-white population was developing in 

Wintonbury. Cezar Wells, who died in 1807, was probably the 

former slave of the Rev. Hezekiah Bissell who lived nearby. 

Also in Wintonbury were ~he two households of Christopher 

and Harmon, both listed in the census as slaves. The 

Wintonbury black population continued to grow; by 1830, it 

probably constituted nearly a third of Windsor's total black 

population, for Windsor lost a third of its black population 

when Bloomfield was incorporated. 

ALthough Windsor's few black households were sprinkled 

around town, two areas emerged during the first half of the 

nineteenth century where there developed small groups of 

black families. In 1807, George Turrell (a.k.a. 

Terrill/Tyrrel/Turrill/Turrow/Terry), became th~ first 

recorded permanent black resident of the small cluster of 

black households in what would eventually be called the 

Hayden station section. For ten pounds, loaned to him by his 

former owners, George bought land on which to build a house. 

Though his family sold this original piece in 1835 and moved 
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the short distance to Palisade Avenue, the family 

nevertheless remained in the Hayden Station area until the 

death in 1920 of his last Windsor descendent, Sophronia 

Terry. In 1800, two thirds of the free blacks in Windsor 

lived in the three black households in this section of town. 

By 1820, there were double the 'households, some moving of 

people around town, and the beginnings of a new black 

neighborhood among white householders on Cook Hill . One of 

the people moving was Moses Mitchell. After having sold his 

house on Palisade Avenue to James Bennett, he moved to 

Center Street in the Hayden Station area. Why he moved is a 

mystery; perhaps he had a falling out with his Methodist 

neighbors, perhaps he was interested in participating in the 

camp meetings at Hayden Station, perhaps he found it 

appealing to have a few black neighbors, or, very simply, 

perhaps that was where · the land he wanted for farming was 

available. Prior to 1820, Peter Peterson became the first 

black settler on Cook Hill, an area which would rival Hayden 

Station as the primary neighborhood - small as it might be 

- of black Windsorites. Peter's wife, Arenath Holden, was 

probably related to Peter's future neighbor George Holden; 

perhaps he was also related to Oliver Mitchell's son-in-law, 

Job Holden . 

In 1822, Thomas Sharp, the first of a family that is still 

in the area in 1990, settled out near Stone Road, which was 
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probably in the Windsor Half-Mile . He and his white wife, 

Wealthy, his son Seth, and his daughter, Nancy Ross, later 

settled nearby. 

Of the Mitchell/Bennett family, the large but only family of 

blacks who lived on or near Palisado Avenue between the 

Farmington River and the Hayden Station area, only Oliver's 

family remained after 1830. James Bennett, probably the son 

of Oliver and Moses Mitchell's sister Mariam Bennett, was a 

sailor and may have sold his proper~y and spent the rest of 

his days at sea. According to Moses's will, Mariam was to be 

cared for by white Hiram Bennett, but there is no record of 

what happened to her after she left Palisado Avenue . After 

Oliver's death in 1840, his family stayed in his house on 

the river bank until 1870 when Horace Holden moved to Spring 

Street in the center of town. 

Between 1830 and 1850, the Cook Hill neighborhood continued 

to grow. Though Peter Peterson's 1830 neighbors disappeared, 

they were replaced by others including Ambrose Way, Lyman 

Caesar, and Isaac Smith. In contrast, the black population 

at Hayden Station was dwindling. Moses Mitchell died in 

1836, leaving his property to a white family that most 

likely was related to his sister. Some people may have moved 

from Hayden Station to Cook Hill. Clary Hendrick lived at 

Hayden station in 1820; in 1850, Ann Hendrick, presumably a 

relative, was living at Cook Hill. By 1840, there was only 
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one black family (gone by 1850) other than George Terry's in 

the Hayden Station area . It was not until 1860 that George's 

daughter or daughter-in-law Sally Terry gained another black 

.neighbor : Benjamin Babcock moved to Palisado Avenue at 

Hayden Station with his family who remained in the area 

until well into the twentieth century . 

The deaths, during the fifties of Lyman Caesar, Am.brose Way, 

and Peter Peterson, reduced the number of households at Cook 

Hill to only a few. By 1860, then, both neighborhoods had 

dwindled . They did not begin to grow again until black 

immigrants from the south, New England, and New York moved 

to Windsor in the late sixties and early seventies. 

Antebellum relationship with the white community . 

Determining the relationship between the black population 

and the still homogeneous white population is very 

difficult, for there is little contemporary evidence. Two 

historical works, however, offer a few clues to the white 

community's attitudes towards its black residents. Windsor's 

eminent historian, Dr. Henry stiles, though not a Windsor 

native, was a descendant of town founders and a relative of 

some prominent contemporary residents. Probably for the 1859 

edition of his History of Ancient Windsor, Stiles wrote a 

biased and disparaging description of Windsor's "negroes." 

In every New England village church the darkies have a 
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corner in the gallery, and another corner in the 
village graveyard, where ant-hills and tangled vines 
and weeds struggle for the honor of bedecking their 
humble and unhonored graves . So we, also, must give a 
passing n~tice to the sable inhabitants of ancient 
Windsor . 4 

Stiles implies that these "sable inhabitants" were an 

unworthy and uninteresting reality in Windsor. While 

unacceptable by today's standards, Stiles' disinterest is 

not so distasteful as his mocking and derogatory comments 

about the quality and integrity of Windsor's blacks. In 

addition to his derisive recounting of the training day 

anecdote, he concludes his discussion of black residents by 

stating that "they all seem to have been, or to have 

ultimately become, a poor, shiftless, lazy set of free 

negroes11 • 49 

Although it is impossible to know on what his viewpoint was 

based, or how reflective it was of town attitudes, since his 

meticulously researched history was largely ignored until he 

published his revised edition in 1891, "when it was received 

with enthusiasm, 1150 his depiction of blacks cannot be 

totally rejected as merely the views of an outsider. Given 

the complexity and variety of racial relations and 

attitudes, Stiles' views most likely represented those of 

some of Windsor's white citizens. 

Jabez Hayden, a close friend of Stiles, wrote his own 

retrospective of slavery and Negroes in Windsor in 

Historical Sketches, which he published in 1900. His views 
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are important for several reasons . First, he was born and 

raised in the Hayden station part of town, and his views 

would have _been molded by the town he was describing as well 

as by knowing the black families in his neighborhood. 

Second, he was respected by his contemporaries for his 

historical knowledge. Third, as he demonstrated in 

Historical Sketches and in other writings and speeches , he 

made every attempt to be an accurate and unbiased recorder 

of local history. Nowhere in this book does Hayden make 

derogatory statements about blacks; _it is only in reading 

between the lines that one can speculate on his personal 

biases. Hayden did not view the blacks as peers, but his 

more favorable attitudes toward slavery and free blacks 

serve as a contrast to those of Stiles. 

A reader must be careful neither to wring out of a passage 

more than it contains nor to impose present day 

perspectives, but studying Hayden's underlying attitudes in 

his anecdote about George Turrer may provide reliable clues 

to the general white attitudes in nineteenth century 

Windsor. It is worthy of complete quotation. 

In my boyhood days there was living at Hayden's in 
Windsor an old negro named George Turrer, who had 
been a slave in the family of Lawyer [Bildad] 
Phelps, who lived in the first house below the 
railroad station at Hayden's. With some assistance 
from the Phelps family, George had provided for 
himself a little one-story house at the upper end of 
Pink street, where he was living with his family in 
comfortable circumstances. He had a commendable 
degree of self respect and conducted himself 
accordingly. He was by profession a butcher, and 
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living at a time when everybody raised their own 
pork, he did a fair business in this line . He also 
raised corn "on shares" and worked for the neighbors 
by the day in summer and chopped wood by the cord in 
winter. 

In those days few country· people insured their 
buildings against loss by fire, and when one was so 
unfortunate as to suffer loss thereby, a 
contribution by the neighbors and friends, in large 
part or fully made up the loss. And when by reason 
of long sickness a man's crops were suffering from 
neglect, the neighbors on a given day gave the sick 
man "a spell," and gratuitously performed the labor 
the sick man had been unable to do himself. When I 
was ·about a dozen years old, my father sent an older 
brother and myself with the team to plow out George 
Turrer's field of corn which he had planted before 
he was taken sick. The next day his white neighbors 
gave "a spell" and hoed and put in order his field 
of corn and he had a crop to gather the next autumn . 
I have known several of George Turrer's descendants, 
(but one of whom is now living) and not one of thg~ 
more worthy of respect than the ex-slave, George . 

George may have had to earn his reputation by hard work and 

proper demeanor, but he nevertheless did have the repect of 

his neighbors, and they gave him the same neighborly and 

kind treatment that they gave to their white neighbors. But 

a close reading of this passage also reveals some 

reservations the whites had about accepting blacks as · 

equals, an attitude that may have developed over the course 

of the century. The fact that George's self-respect and 

conduct seemed to Hayden worthy of comment implies that 

whites may not have expected such self-confidence and 

demeanor to be typical of Negroes . Also, Hayden's apparent 

disappointment in George's descendants, while not suggesting 

that they were unworthy, implies that any higher 

expectations that whites may have had for blacks were not 
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met. Hayden clearly viewed George as superior to his 

offspring; he was an exception. 

Part of the reason for George's acceptance by the white 

community may have been because of the close relationships, 

discussed earlier, that frequently developed between master 

and slave. Genuine affection often developed between the 

slave and his owner's family, an affection that was not 

necessarily tendered to the slave's kin. Though Hayden 

suggests that white affection and assistance to former 

slaves went beyond the requirements of the law, the personal 

involvement seemed to end with the former slave. Hayden 

described the care and concern that General Newberry's 

family had for their former slave, Mark, even after he moved 

to Litchfield, Connecticut. However, Hayden also recalls 

that his father participated in "collect(ing), I think, the 

balance of some investments made [in Litchfield] by the 

Newbury family for the use of old Mark in his declining 

days. 1152 Perhaps Mark had no heirs, but Hayden does not make 

that implication . 

Though Hayden noted, with tacit endorsement, that the Phelps 

family had given George "some assistance" in procuring his 

property and house, he may not have known that the Phelps 

siblings had reserved in the deed the right to re-purchase 

George's land and house after George's death. The deed 

specifies that if the family exercised the option, "three 
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Indifferent men" would assess the value of George's house 

and land, and the Phelpses would pay that amount to re

purchase the property from George's heirs. 53 Though the 

Phelpses never carried out the option, they certainly had 

attempted to protect themselves in case George's children 

were less desirable neighbors than George was likely to be . 

Black historian Emmett Scott described the black point of 

view in a similar phenomenon in the South. "The older 

generation of whites and blacks avoided much friction by a 

sort of mutual understanding. The children of colored and 

white parents come less frequently into friendly contact and 

find it difficult to live together on the terms accepted by 

their fathers. Negro parents ·appreciate this situation, but, 

although admitting that they can tolerate the position to 

which they are assigned, they do not welcome such an 

arrangement for their children."54 As a slave in the Phelps 

family, George was already known and, most likely, liked in 

the neighborhood before becoming free. But because his 

children were not part of the white household, there would 

have been a physical and emotional distance between his 

family and his former owners - and neighbors. Since Sally 

Terry did obtain a mortgage in 1840 from a member of the 

Phelps family, the ties between the families were apparently 

not severed. But his children and grandchildren may not have 

solicted white acceptance, and, to whites, George 
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undoubtedly remained the standard by which to measure his 

descendants. 

Hayden's description of George's house reveals an underlying 

difference in expectations for whites' and blacks' standard 

of living. Hayden wrote that George was living comfortably 

with his family. However, when. George built his house 

between 1807 and 1810, his neighbors were living in large 

Georgian houses of two to two and a half stories. George's 

little one-story house was probably very crowded with the 

six people that were living in .it in 1810 . Hayden's 

assessment of George's being comfortable must have been 

based on what one expected for blacks . 

Though Hayden seemed to be far more fair minded than Henry 

Stiles, he gave no indication of accepting Windsor's black 

individuals as peers. Therefore, it seems reasonable to 

speculate that white Windsor's attitude toward its freed 

slaves and, perhaps, their offspring could be kindly, 

neighborly, and respectful, but that those former slaves and 

their families were not expected to become the equals of 

whites . Over the centuries, this spirit of neighborliness 

toward the town's blacks has prevailed, as has the 

ambivalence about accepting those same blacks as social 

peers. 

Windsor's abolitionist stance and the Underground Railroad 
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There is very little documentary evidence that Windsor 

residents supported the abolitionist movement. The 1830s and 

'40s issues of the abolitionist newspapers the Christian 

Freeman and Charter Oak do not indicate many involved 

Windsor residents. The only charter member of the 

Connecticut Anti-Slavery Society (1838) from Windsor was 

A.B. Woods55 , a supervisor of the Windsor Locks canal and a 

lay religious person in the section of town that would 

eventually become Windsor Locks . 56 There were no listed 

Windsor members of the Hartford County Anti-Slavery Society 

in March 1845. 57According to the report of the eighth 

annual meeting of the Connecticut Anti-Slavery Society, 

Windsor residents offered no financial or moral support to 

that abolitionist organization. (Farmington had eighteen 

charter members.)58 

Perhaps Windsor's most notable anti-slavery advocate was 

John M. Niles . Anti-establishment both religiously and 

politically, John Niles became, during his life, a Hartford 

County judge, a state legistlator, a United states senator, 

and Postmaster-General under President Martin Van Buren. He 

also was the founder of the Hartford Times, then called the 

Hartford Weekly Times, which he founded in order to "oppose 

the ardently Federalist Hartford courant." In this 

newspaper, Niles promoted his anti-slavery position. 59 
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In spite of a general reticence regarding the abolitionist 

issue, at least some of Windsor's citizens worked 

clandestinely and devotedly to rescue runaway slaves. "The 

Fugitive Slave Law of 1850," wrote historian Horatio 

Strother, "gave the Underground Railroad its greatest 

impetus; but the lay of the land, together with the 

disposition of cities and villages, determined the main 

routes into and through Connecticut. 1160 Ironically, 

Windsor's Palisade green near the merging of the Connecticut 

and Farmington Rivers (a main route to Massachusetts) 61 was 

as ideal a location for a stop on the Underground Railroad 

as it was as a slave trading port decades earlier. Local 

tradition claims that several householders around the green 

were ready and willing to assist slaves fleeing to Canada. 

The Palisade Green, situated on the banks of the Farmington 

River, was the site of the pallisado that was built to 

protect the early Windsor settlers from hostile Indians. One 

legend claims that there was a tunnel dug from the river to 

the Fyler house within the pallisado. This same tunnel is 

reputed to have allowed fleeing slaves a century later 

secretive access from the river to houses around the green. 

According to an undated memo at the Windsor Historical 

Society, "The slaves, it is believed, would arrive by boat 

or on foot at the Farmington River and crawl through the 

early Colonist' underground tunnel to Fyler House. They 

would be housed in the 'Sites' ..• which were located around 
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the Palisade Green . From here they were smuggled by 

haywagons and such to the Hatheway House in Suffield and 

other points north." Windsor's location also offered station 

masters the possibility of sending the slaves up the 

Farmington River to Massachusetts • 

Though many Windsorites question the existence of the 

tunnel, they seem to agree that the houses on the green were 

part of the Underground Railroad. All but one of these four 

houses are still standing. The Fyler House, at 96 Palisade 

Avenue, was one of the houses originally within the 

pallisado. The grand Chaffee house, at 108 Palisado Avenue, 

was built in 1765 by prominent Windsor citizen, Dr. Hezekiah 

Chaffee, Sr. The "Old Slave House" which stood behind the 

Chaffee house on the embankment where the Windsor Discovery 

Center now stands may have housed fleeing slaves who worked 

for the firm of Hooker and Chaffee when it was a thriving 

pre- Revolutionary shipping company; it also most likely 

served as a stop on the Underground Railroad. The parsonage 

of the First Congregational Church, built by the Reverend 

William Russell in 1753 stands at 101 Palisado Avenue. 

Next to the parlor fireplace in the William Russell house, 

concealed by a door that would normally hide a beehive oven, 

is a stairway that runs along the chimney up to the attic 

where there are a few loose boards to allow easy access. 

Though there may have been other uses for this stairway in 
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the general life of the household, it would have been ideal 

for concealing runaway slaves. The present occupant, the 

Rev. F.Van Gorder Parker, heard the story of the house just 

prior to moving here from Springfield, Massachusetts . A 

black woman, whose identity Mr . Parker could not recall, 

told him that the house had been part of the Underground 

Railroad. This woman may have been a particularly reliable 

source on the subject; she may have been or may have known 

Olive Rainey, the congressman's daughter , who belonged to 

the First Church in Windsor in the 1870s and '80s . After 

Joseph Rainey's death , the family moved to Springfield. 

Because the success of the Underground Railroad depended on 

concealing from the public the identity of the stops, one 

can only speculate on the truth of local legend. The 

peristence of these Windsor traditions, however, the 

suitability of the houses that were allegedly used, 

especially the Russell house, and the town's location at two 

major waterways, support the theory. In addition to 

substantiating Windsor's participation in the Underground 

Railroad, the tradition of that involvement is important in 

suggesting that the town took pride in helping slaves 

escape; even though they may have been reluctant 

abolitionists, Windsor citizens applauded and assisted those 

individuals who liberated themselves from bondage. 
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Windsor blacks and the church 

The church, whether in a positive or negative capacity, has 

played a major role in the lives of African Americans. 

Though little is known about Windsor's blacks and its 

churches before the Civil War, apparently there was not much 

that was remarkable. carter Woodson, in writing about the 

history of the Negro church, said that 

••. in New England, where the abolition sentiment was 
developing and there resulted a more healthy sentiment 
in behalf of fairness for the Negro, the independent 
movement among Negro. Methodists and Baptists was not 
generally considered necessary. Negroes were accepted 
in white churches and heard preached and saw practiced 
the principles of the brotherhood of man and the 
fatherhood of God. Only in centers of large Negro 
population, then, as in Boston, Providence, Newport, 
New Haven and Hartford, did the Negroes tend largely to 
separate from the whites."62 

Evidently, there was a healthy relationship between blacks 

and whites in the Windsor churches . There were a number of 

black members who remained in the Congregational church, the 

church of their masters. Even in dissenting from this 

established church, the group who formed the Methodist 

church in Windsor (before disestablishment in 1818) were an 

integrated group of people, primarily Palisado Avenue 

residents, that included, as mentioned above, Moses Mitchell 

and his sister Mariam Bennett. Though the African Methodist 

Episcopal church was founded at the turn of the nineteenth 

century, and though the church that would become an A.M.E . 
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Zion church in Hartford was formed by 1827 on Talcott 

Street, there was no organized black church in Windsor until 

the end of the nineteenth century. 

Summary. 1790-1860. 

On the eve of the Civil War, Windsor was a community that 

had a relatively comfortable relationship between its white 

and black citizens . Though far from accepting three percent 

of Windsor's population as equals or from being riled by the 

broader slavery issue, the hegemonic and homogeneous white 

community treated its black residents in a neighborly 

fashion. The black population, for its part, was a diverse 

group in terms of erudition and economic levels. Mostly 

scattered around town, they formed the beginnings of two 

neighborhoods that would draw more black residents in the 

second half of the nineteenth century. Though certainly 

knowing each other, they probably did not - or could not -

form a cohesive group within the town. 
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Chapter 2 

Population statistics, 1860-1900. 

Windsor historian Lloyd Fowles wrote that "the little Yankee 

town was not permanently transformed by the conflict [Civil 

War] that shook the nation so violently, 1163 The Civil War 

period, however, was a watershed for Windsor's black 

population. Although the white popQlation grew by only 

twenty-two percent between 1860 and 1870, there was a sixty

one percent increase in the black population, an increase 

that was not repeated within the time frame of this study. 

There was virtually no further growth in the the black 

population until sometime between 1880 and 1900. 

In spite of a forty-four percent increase in the number of 

black households in 1870, proportionately fewer of the black 

families lived in their own households. In 1860, when ninety 

percent of all blacks lived in black households, there were 

sixty-two people in black households, and seven in white. In 

1870, only sixty-eight percent, or seventy five people, 

lived in black households; and thirty-two percent, or 

thirty-five people, lived in white households. By 1880, the 

trend corrected itself and the percentage of blacks living 

in black households again began to increase. By 1910, 
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ninety-three percent of all blacks lived in black 

households. 

The Civil War most directly affected the composition of 

Windsor's late nineteenth century black population. Blacks' 

greater freedom of movement after the war, their difficult 

situation in the South, and the connections made between 

Windsor soldiers and Southerners during the war, resulted in 

an influx of southerners in the sixties and early seventies. 

Between 1860 and 1870, southerners made up seventy-five 

percent of Windsor's black immigrants. 

The Civil War. 

In spite of some ambivalence about the purpose of the Civil 

War - freeing the slaves or preserving the union - the town 

supported it with both money and manpower. The two main 

white Windsor regiments were the nine-month Twenty- second 

and the three-year Eleventh. These regiments fought in 

Virginia, Maryland, and North Carolina. The Twenty-second 

returned to Windsor shaken, perhaps, but unscathed; the 

Eleventh suffered major losses. 64 

Not until the spring of 1862 were Negroes allowed by the 

United States government to enlist to fight in the war. 

Between 1863 and 1864, two Connecticut black troops were 

organized, the Twenty-ninth and the Thirty-first. Both 
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troops saw heavy fighting in Virginia and proved that white 

soldiers had no monopoly on bravery . Of the "colored" 

troops, Colonel Henry c. Ward, commander of the Thirty-first 

regiment, wrote the following in his final report : 

Before closing this report I beg leave to speak briefly 
as to the character of the troops I have had the honor 
to serve with . .• . ! am convinced that , in all the 
essential qualities of good soldiers, they fully meet 
all ~equirements, agg are equal to the standard of any 
service I ever saw. 

At least twelve of Windsor's native or adopted residents 

enlisted to fight in the war, including one or two who 

fought with a Rhode Island regiment, and one that fought 

with the Massachusetts Fifty-fourth regiment that was 

featured in the recent movie, Glory . A couple of the 

soldiers have left no record of ever having lived in 

Windsor, although they enlisted from this town. They may 

have been southerners who joined the regiments when they 

were in training in the South. The following men are Civil 

War veterans with a Windsor connection66 : 

Twenty-Ninth (Colored) Regiment Connecticut Volunteer 

Infantry : 

William Chase, a native of North Carolina or Pennsylvania, 

enlisted from Windsor on December 23, 1863 and was mustered 

into Company G on March 8, 1864. seven months later, on 

October 1, 1864, he was wounded at the battle at Chapin's 
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Farm, Virginia. He was discharged a year later, on October 

24, 1865. He and his wife, a native of Washington, o.c . , 
lived in Windsor in the early seventies, although they may 

have come to Windsor earlier. 67 

Wallace Sands was born in Granby in 1841 or 1844 . A farm 

laborer in Granby before the war, he enlisted in the 29th 

Infantry from that town on December 4, 1863. He was mustered 

into Company c on March 8, 1864 and discharged on March 5, 

1865. He married Susan Mari e Elkey _of Granby in 1883 but was 

widowed by 1900 when he rented a house in Windsor with 

another widower and Civil War veteran, Travis Babcock. In 

1902, he married Mrs . Elizabeth Philips and lived on 

Pleasant Street near Windsor center. A teamster in his later 

years, he died August 20, 1918 and was buried in Windsor's 

Riverside Cemetery . 68 

Virgil Simmons , born in Windsor in about 1845, was the 

brother of Charlotte Simmons and probably the son of Harry. 

Nearly a century later, his great grandnephew, William H. 

Best, became the first black policemen in the town of 

Windsor. Virgil enlisted in the 29th Regiment in October 

1863, but he was not mustered because of illness . He died in 

Knight Hospital at New Haven, Connecticut January 28, 1864. 

Charles Percy, a native of Granby whose father and two older 

brothers were soldiers in the Civil War, lived in Windsor in 
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a white household when he was thirteen in 1860. He enlisted 

in the 29th from Granby. 

Thirty-First Regiment United States Colored Infantry: 

William Giddy was a brickmaker from Maryland. According to 

the information on his tombstone, he served in Company c of 

the 31st Regiment. 69 Unlike William Chase, Giddy married a 

Windsor woman and spent the rest of his life in town. He 

died May 31, 1904 and is buried in Riverside Cemetery. 

The only record of William Harris's being a resident of 

Windsor is that he enlisted in the 31st from the town on 

March 16, 1864, before the troop was sent to Virginia. He 

was mustered on the same day into Company D. On July 30, 

1864, he was wounded in a battle at Petersburg, Virginia, 

but he was not mustered out until November 7, 1865. 

Richard Miller, as was William Harris, can only be connected 

to Windsor by his military record. He enlisted from the town 

and was mustered on March 19, 1864 into Company F. He died 

five months later on August 14, 1864. 

Samuel Thompson, did not come to Windsor until after the 

war. Born in New York, probably Long Island, he enlisted in 

the 31st and was mustered into Company o. 70 He and his wife 

Emeline Anderson from Greenwich or Stamford, Connecticut, 
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moved to Windsor in about 1872. The first treasurer and a 

charter trustee of the A.M.E. Zion church in town, he was a 

farm laborer who owned his home free of mortgage in the 

Hayden Station area of town. He died March 5, 1917 at age 

seventy-five and is buried in Riverside Cemetery. 

William Sharp was the son of early Windsor/Granby settler 

Thomas Sharp. He and black Granby residents Austin E. Elkey, 

George H. VanAllen, and Ira B. Way, enlisted in the Rhode 

Island Colored Heavy Artillery. 71 William enlisted on August 

21, 1863 and was mustere~ into Company F of the 14th 

Regiment of the Rhode Island Heavy Artillary . 

Travis G. Babcock was the son of Windsor resident Benjamin 

E. Babcock. He did farm work most of his life, although he 

was listed as a carpenter in the 1900 census. Very likely, 

he supplemented his farm income with carpentry work. Widowed 

by 1900, he boarded with fellow veteran Wallace Sands. He 

was struck and killed by a train ("killed by cars11
)
72 . in 

1910. Buried in Riverside Cemetery, he tombstone reads that 

he served in Company F of the 14th United States Colored 

Artillary. Perhaps this was actually the same troop in which 

William Sharp served. The state troops were sometimes 

combined with those from other states and became United 

States troops. 
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Abraham Thompson was born in New York in about 1829. He 

enlisted in the Fifty-fourth Regiment of the Massachusetts 

Volunteers and was mustered into Company F. Though he was 

not recorded in a federal census, he apparently lived in 

Windsor. He died in a burning building in Windsor in 1899, 

when he was 70 years old. He is buried in Riverside 

Cemetery. 

George Richards was born in Hebron, Connecticut. Though his 

regiment in the war is not yet positively identified, he 

died in the Soldiers Home at Darien, Connecticut in 1906. 

Since his death is recorded in the Windsor Vital Statistics, 

he surely was a resident of Windsor. His son was an active 

member of the local A.M.E. Zion church. 

Impact of the war on the immigration to Windsor. 

Even before the massive black migration north that became 

"The Great Migration," Windsor's black immigrants in the 

sixties and early seventies demonstrate that southern blacks 

were moving north immediately following the war. With the 

end of slavery, they were freer to move away from the 

prejudicial and frequently abusive treatment that blacks 

received. 73 The competition for work after the war also 

discouraged blacks from staying. For example, Greene and 

Woodson describe the situation for black brickmakers: 

"[B]efore the Civil War," they wrote, "the brickmaking trade 
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was largely monopolized by the Negroes in the south . After 

that upheaval, however, the scarcity of employment forced 

the whites into this pursuit with the result that the 

Negroes in some cases decreased . "74 Many of these Negroes 

moved north. 

The Civil War helped pave the way north for southerners 

· seeking relief from this situation, because northern 

soldiers and southern blacks were introduced to each other. 

Aside from the value of making personal acquaintances, 

perhaps northern whites recognized a potential labor source, 

though in bringing southerners north, they probably had a 

humanitarian aim as well; and southern blacks may have heard 

about locations that offered possibilities for employment in 

their line of work. Surely, it is more than coincidence that 

the largest percentage of Windsor's postwar newcomers was 

from the South, particularly Virginia, Maryland, and the 

Carolinas where white and black Windsor soldiers had fought. 

Windsor's reputation as a genteel farming and brickmaking 

community must have spread south during the war, since all 

of the postwar newcomers were domestics, farm workers, or 

brickmakers. 

Personal contacts made during war were responsible for some 

of the southerners' moving north . Lieutenant Ellsworth N. 

Phelps of the Twenty-second regiment was probably not the 

only white soldier to return north accompanied by a black 
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youth wanting to work. Twenty-two-year-old Samuel William 

Scott, who was born in Norfolk, Virginia must have met 

Phelps when the Twenty-second regiment, which never saw 

battle, was working in the east central part of the state. 

Sam came north to Windsor in 1863, when Lt. Phelps returned 

home from the war. 75 He lived with the Phelpses on the 

island, where Loomis Chaffee School is now, until he married 

and moved to Enfield to raise his family . He must have been 

a fine person and workman, since Phelps later also hired two 

of Sam's sons, Daniel and Edward Scott. 76 

Though a northerner from New York, Samuel Thompson may have 

moved to Windsor because of friendships he made with Windsor 

people - or future town residents - while fighting with the 

31st Regiment. He certainly would have known William Chase, 

who was in his company, and he very likely knew William 

Giddy, who was in a different company in the 31st Regiment. 

Very likely, other people then moved to Windsor because of 

Samuel's encouragement. James Thompson, possibly Samuel's 

brother, and the Andersons, relatives of Samuel's wife, may 

have followed him to Windsor. Though this situation is 

hypothetical, it illustrates one of the possible reasons 

that immigrants chose Windsor as their destination . 

Occupations, 1870-1900. 
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The range of occupations open to local and immigrant blacks 

changed slightly after the Civil War. Most black workers in 

the second half of the nineteenth century were still 

laborers (usually farm laborers) and domestics . After the 

Civil War, however , there were recorded a number of black 

hostlers, teamsters, brickmakers, and a few brickmasons, 

barbers, and carpenters, and a cigar shop worker. 

People like Samuel Austin, a farmer, and Horace Holden, a 

carpenter were exceptional. In 1870, Samuel, a Connecticut 

native who moved to Windsor prior to 1850, owned two 

thousand dollars in real estate. Relative to those of other 

black farmers in town, this was a valuable farm. Thomas 

Sharp's widow's farm was valued at only eight hundred 

dollars; though not a farm, Sally Terry's property was worth 

only four hundred dollars . In reversal of the typical 

situation in Windsor, Samuel had a white laborer living in 

his household who most likely helped with Samuel's farm 

work. 

Though Horace Holden, probably Oliver Mitchell's grandson, 

may have done some farming on his property that was valued 

at $2,000 in 1870, his main occupation was house carpentry. 

He completed his own house in 1870. On the back of a door 

frame in the north east room of the house, he wrote: 

Finished this door 4th July 1870 
A Half Indian Man Spring Street Horace Holden77 
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Still standing, this two-story house, with gambrel end 

facing Spring Street, is in a style common to the 

neighborhood and is a fine example of a modest late 

nineteenth century residence. There is no intricate interior 

molding, but the old baseboards are beaded on the top. The 

original doors are paneled - four panels- but there is 

decorative molding on only one door. Well constructed, the 

house is a testimony to the quality workmanship of this 

black/Indian carpenter. 

Many of the women worked at home "keeping house," but those 

that had jobs were domestic servants or laundresses . For 

example, sisters Cynthia, Lucy, and Sarah Babcock were all 

live-in domestic servants in 1870. George Terry's relatives 

(probably daughter and grandaughter) Sally and Sophronia 

Terry were laundresses who probably took the washing and 

ironing into their homes. These women appeared to be the 

sole providers for their family; certainly this was not a 

high paying job, and these women worked hard even into old 

age. Sally was still doing washing and ironing at age 71 in 

1870. Sophronia worked until she was sixty-eight. In 

contrast to the Terrys, Samuel Austin's wife took in laundry 

to supplement their farm income. 

Falling clearly into only three occupational groups, the 

post civil War newcomers came to Windsor for jobs in 

brickmaking, farming, and domestic service. Although 
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brickmaking had nearly always been an important part of the 

town's economy, the 1870 census was the first one that 

designated any blacks as brickworkers. Since brickmaking was 

a seasonal operation, many of the brickyard owners were 

farmers as well and may also have employed their brickmakers 

as farm laborers . The Mack brothers, for example, early 

members of a long line of Mack brickyard owners, were listed 

in the 1870 census as both farmers and brickmakers. 

There were at least forty brickyards in Windsor prior to the 

Civil War. Mostly small, family operated businesses, the 

brickyards did not employ huge numbers of people. Even the 

larger brickyards only employed between five and thirty 

workers. 78 However, in addition to the five native 

brickmakers; eleven immigrant brickmakers and one 

brickmason, all but one of whom was from the south, appeared 

in Windsor between 1860 and 1870 . This number is 

particularly remarkable since Greene and Woodson could find 

evidence of only one black brickmaker in the entire state of 

Connecticut in 185o. 79 Five newcomers came from Virginia, 

four from North Carolina, two from Maryland, and one from 

New York. 

Not surprisingly, because of Windsor's many tobacco and 

market farms, nearly as many newcomers came for farm work as 

came to work in the brickyards. Twelve new farm laborers, 

most of whom were from the South, arrived in Windsor during 
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the sixties and early seventies. Three men came from North 

Carolina, three from Maryland, two from Virginia, two from 

New York, and two from Connecticut. Civil War veterans 

William Chase and Samuel Thompson, as well as James 

Thompson, Sandy Archer, and Peter Winston were among these 

post Civil War settlers. One cannot be sure how many of the 

farm laborers actually worked in tobacco, Windsor's 

principal crop . Since a couple of these newcomers were later 

listed in the city directories as tobacco growers, one may 

assume that many of these workers were drawn to Windsor 

because of this crop. 

The other distinct occupational group that arrived between 

1860 and 1870 was domestics. The 1860 census lists only two 

women as domestics, Sarah Babcock, who was living with her 

parents at the time, and Charlotte Simmons, who lived and 

worked for Samuel B. Hayden. In 1870, however, there was a 

dramatic increase in both the number of domestics listed and 

in the number of domestics living in white households. 

Because of previous inconsistencies in the recording of 

blacks' occupations in the census, the increase in the 

number of domestics is less noteworthy than the percentage 

of those who lived with their employers. Eighty-two percent, 

or eighteen of twenty-two domestics listed in the 1870 

census were live-in servants. A number of these servants, 

however, were not immigrants. About half of these live-in 

domestics clearly were long time Windsor residents, five 
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were newcomers, · and three were possibly members of local 

families . Whether because of an inability to afford their 

own homes, because whites were preferring live-in help, or a 

combination of the two reasons, the high number of live-in 

domestics was a reversal of the trend developing before the 

Civil War. 

Windsor's two hotels and new female seminary may have 

contributed to the demand for more black domestics in 

Windsor. Dana Paine employed two women, Minerva Freeman and 

Ellen Grant, in his hotel. In 1867, a female seminary was 

opened in the center of town under the guidance of Miss 

Julias. Williams. 80 Eighteen-year-old Ellen Hamer was a 

domestic at the school. Since. she also attended school, she 

may have received her education as part of her pay. Neither 

more accurate enumeration in the census nor the existence of 

these institutions, however, would have accounted for the 

entire increase in the number of domestics. Perhaps there 

was a shift in the socio-economic level of Windsor citizens 

that precipitated an increased in the demand for servants; 

perhaps white immigrants that would otherwise have been 

available as servants went to work in the mills that were 

operating by this time. 

Black households and home ownership. 
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The decline over the decades in the number of blacks living 

in white households at the same time that the black 

population was increasing, suggests that blacks moved into 

black households as soon as they established relationships 

with other black families and, of course, could afford to do 

so. Virginia native Albert Timms, for example, boarded with 

a white brickyard owner when he came to Windsor in the 

1860s. In 1872, however, he married a fellow Windsor 

resident (who was also a Virginia native), and, at least by 

1887, he had his own home. An unidentified 1887 newspaper 

article, filed at the Windsor Historical Society, stated 

that "Albert Timms expects to get into his house in two 

weeks, and will plaster it •... " 

Many newcomers may have been able to find lodging in black 

households soon after they arrived in town. Some people 

established their own households, although most census 

reports do not indicate whether the housing was owned or 

rented. Since records of black real estate transactions seem 

to be sporadic, land records are unreliable sources of black 

home ownership. (There is no record of a warrantee deed for 

Henry Addison, but he must have owned property in 1878, 

because he owed taxes on two parcels of land and buildings.) 

George Hicks and his family were recent immigrants from 

Virginia in 1870, when George was listed in the census as 

living in his own household. If twelve-year-old Rhoda was 

George's daughter, he hired her out as domestic help to . 
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Oliver Mather, and he took in Locena Caesar, probably 

Lyman's daughter. Mrs. Hicks did not work outside of the 

house, but Locena was a housekeeper. She may have worked for 

Mrs. Hicks, but she most likely did day housework for white 

families and paid rent to the Hicks. This arrangement would 

have helped alleviate the financial burden of the Hicks' 

household. 

After George died in 1872, Rhoda Hicks was apparently the 

only one of the family to remain in Windsor. She was not 

able to live in a black household until she married North 

Carolina native Robert Hill. In 1880, she worked as a 

domestic in Miss Williams's school, but at least by 1900, 

she and Robert, a teamster, were renting their own house. 

Some of the newcomers shared housing. one household in 1870 

consisted of three families: Joseph and Emma Northrop and 

their four-year-old son, Harry; George Washington and his 

wife, Fanny; and William Woods and his wife, Mary. When 

Virginians Peter and Maria Winston and their two young 

children first came to Windsor about 1867, they shared a 

home with Maryland natives Henry and Mary Addison and their 

two young children. Later, both Winstons and Addisons 

acquired their own property - next door to each other on 

Pigeon Hill. 
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The route to l i ving in a black household could be long and 

arduous. The Rockwells may have lived together as a family 

when their daughter was young, but by 1850, John Rockwell 

and his thirteen-year-old daughter, Hannah, lived in 

separate white households. John was a laborer in Gaylord 

Clark's household , and Hannah lived and probably worked at 

Samuel H. Allen's home. Hannah's mother , Julia, was not 

listed in the 1850 census, but she was as a domestic in 1870 

in the household of Eliphalet Ladd. Widowed by 1880, John 

was finally living in a black household, that of Horace 

Holden in the center of town . Hannah had been married and 

widowed by 1900 and was a servant in a white household. In 

1902, when she was sixty-one years old, she was able to buy 

her own house from Sandy Archer . 

John (a . k . a . Pat or Patrick) combined living in a white 

household with owning his own farm . When he first appeared 

in the census, in 1870, he was a domestic for hotel keeper 

and farmer Sheldon J . Kinney. In 1900, when he was again 

listed, he was a boarder at Ella M. Kinney's and the 

mortgage free owner of a farm. 

Eventually, many black residents were able to acquire their 

own homes, but home ownership could be tenuous for newcomers 

and older residents alike . A houseowner could not 

necessarily count on his property's being inherited by his 

children - or even by his wife, because it was often 
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encumbered . Even such a prominent black citizen as 

Congressman Joseph Rainey had claims against his property. 81 

Possibly members of the families were able to retain 

property, but the absence of families following the deaths 

of householders suggests that the properties were lost. 

After Ambrose Way's death in 1857, for example, there is no 

further record of his family. 

With difficulty, some families were able to hang on to their 

property. The Terry family, descend~nts of Bildad Phelps's 

slave George, were able to keep their property on Palisade 

Avenue until Sophronia, the last member, died in 1920. Over 

the years that she owned the house after Sally's death in 

1886, Sophronia took out several mortgages from white 

citizens; in 1910, ten years before her death, she still had 

a mortgage on her house, a house that had been in the family 

for at least eighty years. When she died in 1920, her real 

estate was worth only $100.00. 

Eleven years after Horace Holden's death, the financial 

strength of this family had deteriorated. By 1900, Horace's 

wife, Margaret, had lost two sons in addition to her husband 

and had one son living at home who apparently was not well. 

Her other son, Samuel, also a carpenter, was in no position 

to help, since he was renting his own house. Margaret was 

unable to keep up with expenses, and the house and property 

were foreclosed by Caroline Frisbee, the wife or daughter of 
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Lemuel Frisbee, who had sold Horace his property in 1870. 

Apparently, Caroline foregave the debt, for in the same 

month in 1900, she quit-claimed the property to Margaret and 

her heirs for ten dollars. Margaret gave the property in 

1908 to Samuel with the condition that he take care of her 

care during her life and pay her funeral expenses when she 

died. The property remained in Samuel's hands until his wife 

sold it after his death in 1920 . 

The Babcocks, who settled on Palisade Avenue in 1860 and 

Charlotte and James Thompson, who purchased their land on 

Hayden station Road in the early 1870s, were among those who 

succeeded in keeping their property. The Babcocks remained 

until well into the twentieth century and the Thompsons 

passed their home to their daughter and son-in-law, Susan 

and Charles Howard; the Howards' grandson, William Howard 

Best, still owns much of the property. 

Distribution of black households. 

Following the pattern set at the beginning of the century, 

black households were scattered around most areas of town, 

although some clustering of black families resumed with the 

arrival of new residents. The Cook Hill area, adjacent to 

the Higgenbotham and Mack brickyards, was a logical place 

for brickworkers and their families to settle. It was here 

that life-long resident Henry Caesar, southern immigrants 
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George Hicks and William Giddy, and other brickworkers 

lived. 

The number of black households began to grow again at Hayden 

Station. Civil War veteran William Chase and his wife moved 

near Sally Terry and the Babcocks, but a larger group of 

people settled perhaps half a mile back from Palisade Avenue 

near the pond and the pine groves where camp meetings were 

held82 and the A.M.E. Zion church was eventually built. 

Farmers James and Samuel Thompson and Sandy Archer settled 

here as well as the first .resident pastor of the A. M.E. Zion 

church, the Rev. Dennis White. 

For the first time, a number of black families lived in the 

center of town. Edward and Robert Hill lived on Elm Street, 

and Horace Holden lived at the end of Elm on Spring Street. 

Henry Addison and Peter Winston, both farmers, bought farms 

on Pigeon Hill a few miles north of Cook Hill. At least one 

black family lived in the Poquonock section of town; the 

Sharps continued to live out near Rainbow in the far 

northwestern corner, the Windsor Half-Mile. Congressman 

Joseph Rainey bought his summer house among old white 

families near where the Mitchells and Bennetts used to live 

on Palisade Avenue, a quarter mile north of the 

Congregational Church. Clearly, in spite of some post Civil 

War clustering of families, Windsor's black population 
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,., continued the non-centralized living pattern that was 

established by the freedmen earlier in the century. 

A question of community. 

Though there must have been friendships and cooperation 

among neighbors within the small clusters of black 

households, a number of factors made difficult the forming 

of a townwide black community . Certainly the small numbers 

of black residents -there were under one hundred twenty 

(120) in the late nineteenth century - and dispersion of 

households throughout the town could have inhibited any 

sense of a townwide black community. 

The close relationships that many families had with blacks 

in neighboring towns would also have discouraged any 

feelings of community based within the geographic boundaries 

of Windsor. Ties with towns like East Granby surely were as 

old as the beginning of the century. Why else would Moses 

Mitchell have paraded through East Granby to show off his 

new one-horse wagon? Most likely, tracing families' roots 

such as the Hendricks, Sands, Babcock, and Elkeys would 

reveal deep roots connecting several neighboring towns. 

Blacks depended on other towns for friends and family and 

occasionally for work. For example, two Percy boys, ten

year-old Sidney and thirteen-year-old Charles lived in white 

households in Windsor in 1860. They were almost certainly 
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children from a large family in Granby. Their father was 

probably Granby Civil War vetera n Leonard Percy. 83 

The Sharps are an excellent example of a family with 

intertown connections. This family has lived in the area 

nearly continuously since around 1821, when Thomas Sharp 

moved to the Windsor Half-Mile section of East Granby. 

Thomas had three children, at least two of whom lived nearby 

(probably on land given to them by Thomas.) Thomas's son 

Seth married Jane Carroll , a woman from Munson, 

Massachusetts and lived n~xt door to his parents . Nancy 

married a Mr . (perhaps Henry) Ross; she and her family 

(without her husband, for some reason) lived with her mother 

after Thomas's death in 1861 . Though William may later have 

lived in East Granby , when he was a young man and married to 

Betsey, he lived and worked as a barber in Hartford. This is 

the William Sharp who fought in the Civil War with the Rhode 

Island Heavy Artillary, 14th Regiment . He died in 1909 and 

is buried near other Sharps in East Granby's Elmwood 

Cemetery . 

Seth's children settled in different towns. His oldest son, 

Charles, was a teamster and died in Hartford in 1907 at age 

fifty. Seth's son William lived in Windsor in 1900, just 

north of the Farmington River and the Congregational Church. 

Seth, Jr . married Delia Babcock, a native of the Poquonock 

section of Windsor. They lived on the Sharp family homestead 
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in East Granby. He was a tobacco grower and helped bring 

blacks north to work in tobacco. 84 He was very successful, 

according to one of his grandaughters, but when he lost 

everything in a failed tobacco syndicate, he moved to 

Windsor Locks. 

Seth and Delia's daughter Dorothy was working when she was 

eleven years old, helping to cook breakfast for the workers 

in a saw mill . When she was sixteen, she was a live-in 

servant for David Marshall in Windsor. She married Edward 

Scott, the son of Sam Scott, who had moved to Enfield after 

coming north with Lieutenant Phelps in 1863. Dorothy and 

Edward's daughter Irene married Charles Caesar, great 

grandson of Lyman Caesar. Irene and Charles Caesars' 

children are a blending of many old families, some with 

southern roots: Sharps, Scotts, Caesars, Jubreys (from 

Windsor Locks), and Babcocks. Over the years, members of 

these families have lived in Windsor, East Granby, Enfield, 

and Windsor Locks. "Country bumpkins," as Mrs. Caesar 

affectionately calls them, they have remained in the 

agricultural towns north of Hartford. 

Hartford was also an important connection for Windsor's 

black residents. Over the course of the time period in this 

study, numerous individuals moved to Hartford for at least 

part of their lives. A deed involving Peter Peterson's 

children serves as an example. In 1864, Dexter Peterson was 
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granted land, perhaps Peter's orginal piece on Cook Hill, 

that he and his siblings had inherited from their sister 

Jane. At the time, Dexter was living in Windsor, his sister 

Caroline was in New Haven, and his brother Henry, who later 

moved back to Windsor with his wife, was in Hartford. Once 

the trolley between Hartford and Windsor was completed in 

1895, commuting to the city became easier. At the end of the 

nineteenth century and particularly in the twentieth, 

as will be seen in the next chapter, the connection with the 

city became even more important for both Hartford and 

Windsor blacks. 

Diversity among the people. 

Windsor's blacks were a diverse group . In addition to the 

differences between long time residents and newcomers, there 

were undoubtedly various social levels, though the range may 

not have been very wide . 

Native American ancestry may have contributed to social 

disparity. Several of the old families have claimed with 

pride that nineteenth century ancestors were part Indian. 

Horace Holden was probably exhibiting this attitude when he 

described himself on his door frame as a half Indian man. 

But Indian ancestry could cause friction among the blacks in 

Windsor who considered themselves to be Negro. Some 

newcomers may have thought that the black/Indian families 
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were treated slightly better by the white community, and 

felt a tinge of resentment, because these people were not 

black, were not Negro. "They were brown of skin, but they 

weren't black people as such - as Negroes," one twentieth 

century informant said. "They were more Indian. Years ago, 

there was a funeral parlour that would bury those people. 

People that had Negro ancestry wouldn't go there. They'd go 

to Hartford." This perception was most likely a nineteenth 

century one as well. 

Skin color could also be a divisive factor. Because of 

Indian ancestry and white ancestry there were many northern 

mulattos in Windsor. Some mulattos also came from the South, 

where they were more likely than darker blacks to be 

educated (often with the master's white children) and to be 

house servants, who were exposed to greater sophistication 

and to the culture of the hegemonic whites. Undoubtedly an 

advantage existed in the north as well, not only in the 

acceptance by whites, but also in the status granted by 

blacks. Especially at the end of the nineteenth century, the 

mulatto held a decided advantage over the darker blacks. 85 

An unhappily married couple, for example, came from families 

who had both come from the South, though ten years apart. 

The woman's family blamed the man's coarse manners on his 

being from the north; the man's family thought that the 

woman was a "yellow" woman, a haughty mulatto, from the 

south. In actuality, the tension was probably caused by the 
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experiences they had each had because of their differences 

in skin color . This southern couples' difficulties also 

highlight two other dynamics that likely existed in 

Windsor's nineteenth century black population. Differences 

between southern manners and values, and northern ; rural 

backgrounds and urban must have affected relationships among 

the residents who had such varied backgrounds. 

Windsor's 1870 census enumerator classified a number of 

black Windsorites as illiterate, although most of the blacks 

were not so labeled. Though the census may not be an 

appropriate guide of education levels, it suggests the 

disparities among Windsor's blacks. Perhaps because of 

Connecticut's mandating in 1868 that schools be integrated, 

the differences in education reflected in the census were 

less striking by the end of the century. 

Assimilation of newcomers . 

John Hope Franklin cautions that, "One must keep in mind the 

fact that sweeping generalizations based on the life of one 

person are neither good history nor good biography. 1186 

Nevertheless, the conjectured story87 of Civil War veteran 

William Giddy provides clues to the way newcomers may have 

been accepted into Windsor's black community. A native of 

Maryland, William may have settled in Windsor because of 

connections he had made during the war . He was a brickmaker, 
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who probably got a job at the Mack Brickyard, where he would 

have met Henry Caesar. Henry was the son of Cook Hill 

resident Lyman Caesar, who had died in 1854. Quite possibly, 

both William and Henry, together with his mother and 

sisters, were living in the low rent housing that the Macks 

provided for their employees. 

By the time William was first listed in the federal census, 

he had married Henry's mother, a long time Windsor black 

woman, who was probably a Granby native. According to the 

1870 census, Mary Geddy, was fifteen years older than 

William and was working as a washerwoman. Two of her 

children, seventeen-year-old Henry and twenty-five year old 

Abby, both lived in the Giddy household . The Giddys also 

had a boarder, young Windsor native Watson Bush. 

By 1880, the Giddys no longer needed the second income that 

Mary provided with her laundry work. Neither she nor her 

daughters was employed. William was also established in the 

community; he was one of many local blacks who founded the 

A.M.E . Zion church in town. In 1890, William, widowed or 

divorced, married Harriet Wright. By 1900, he owned his home 

free of mortgage. He died four years later, at about age 

sixty-three. 

The small size and the looseness of Windsor's black 

community may have made the assimilation of people like 
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William Giddy a smoother process. There were probably not a 

lot of available single men among the few local citizens; 

William may have been a good prospect to help support this 

hard working widow and her family. In return, marrying into 

a local family may have helped William more readily feel 

comfortable in his adopted town . 

Organizing of the local African Methodist Episcopal Zion 

Church. 

A remarkable event occurred in 1887 that demonstrated an 

integration of old and new families and of all areas of 

town. Perhaps it was partially fostered by the relative 

stability of the black population after the initial influx 

in the sixties and early seventies. Whatever the reason, and 

even though the event did not involve the entire black 

population, there is no denying the cooperation and unity 

that culminated in the organization of a local mission of 

the African Methodist Episcopal Zion church, a denomination 

that had been formed in New York city at the turn of the 

nineteenth century.as 

Although the Reverends Pane and Jacob Johnson had continued 

holding the camp meetings that were begun early in the 

century by Rev. Hatfield89 , a formal church was not 

organized until April 1887. One day in April, the Rev. Mr. 

Bell and the Rev. Chauncey Douglass from Hartford met at · 
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Windsor town hall to form the A.M.E . Zion mission. They were 

responding to the request for a mission by a number of 

Windsor's black residents, most of whom, a newspaper 

reporter wrote, "have been converted during the present 

revival." The first leaders of the church were Deacon 

Thomas Harris, "class leader;" Henry Douglass, Samuel 

Thompson and Richard Johnson, trustees; Theresa Anderson, 

steward. The elected officers were Henry Douglass, 

president; Daniel P. Weeks, secretary; and Samuel Thompson, 

treasurer. 90 

Since there are no membership lists for the church, there is 

no way to know how many people were members in addition to 

the original twenty-six. These charter members were far from 

the only black families in town in 1887. Some Windsorites 

remained members of other churches; the Terrys and the 

Thompsons, for example, never left the First Congregat~onal 

Church. Nevertheless, there were those like Gilbert and 

Robert Babcock, who withdrew from the Congregational Church 

in order to join the A.M.E. Zion church. 91 

Although the new church did not unite all of the black 

families in town, it did include a cross section of the 

entire black population. The members of the mission were 

from the three main black neighborhoods, Hayden Station, 

Cook Hill, and the center of town. They were farmers, 

brickmakers, and a carpenter. They were native Nutmeggers, 
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native southerners, and New Yorkers, and they were mostly 

middle aged. 

The first resident pastor of the church was an erudite and 

devout minister and a friend, according his family, of 

Booker T. Washington. Dennis White, a native of Camden, 

South Carolina, had attended seminary in Texas prior to 

coming to Windsor. Before the members were able to construct 

a church building, Rev. White held late summer camp meetings 

in the pine groves for two to four weeks. carter Woodson, 

commenting on southern camp meetings, could have been 

describing those at Hayden Station when he wrote, "As these 

assemblages were social as well as religious and sometimes 

partook of a festive nature, . the Negroes easily became 

attracted to this more liberal method of promoting the cause 

of Christ." To be effective, he added, the emotional basis 

for camp meeting conversions, had to be reinforced with an 

intellectual appeai. 92 

Rev. White's camp meetings apparently combined the two 

elements. As for a big picnic, everyone brought plenty of 

food, and occasionally, ice cream was shipped from New 

Haven. There was preaching (sometimes by a popular visiting 

minister named Mr. Watts) and "a male quartet of folk or 

jubilee singers •••• The speakers and singers sat on chairs on 

a platform set on the pine needles in the cosy (sic) dense 

grove and the congregation sat on benches, logs or on the 
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soft fragrant pine needles." These meetings served more than 

local blacks. Before the east-west trolley system was 

operating, people walked, drove horses and buggies, or took 

the train from as far east as Rockville or as far north as 

Springfield, Massachusetts. 93 

Near the turn of the century, ·Rev. White was able to build a 

church building in the pine groves just north of the present 

building with the help of donations from white patrons . 

Frederick H. Thrall, "described as a philanthopist of the 

day, 1194 was the major contributor to the building of the 

church. A wealthy farmer whose farm was about a mile 

southwest of the Hayden Station pond, Mr. Thrall probably 

employed a number of the church members. Always a kind and 

generous man, he gave more than money; in the days before 

school busses, he often picked up the neighborhood children 

- black and white - and drove them the few miles to school. 

After school, he welcomed them into his home . 95 Theodore 

Clapp, a neighbor of the Terrys and Babcocks on Palisado 

Avenue, was also a large contributor to the church. Through 

the hard work of the church members and the generosity of 

these two caring and affluent men, the A.M.E. Zion church 

was able to begin the twentieth century with a small but 

beautiful white clapboard church building. 96 

The original plan for the mission was to hold meetings in 

the different areas of town, 97 and probably this was done in 
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the early days of the church . With the construction of the 

church building, however, the church necessarily became more 

localized. Their annual town-wide turkey suppers, at least 

during Rev. White's ministry, may have helped prevent the 

church from becoming insular. Held in the town hall, the 

supper "was always a success . Town officials were always on 

hand and people from every corner of the town bought tickets 

or donated food. 1198 Though a neighborhood church by 

location, the A.M.E. Zion church made itself felt in the 

entire Windsor community. 

Relationship to the white community. 

Though little is known about the relationship between the 

black and white populations during this time period, 

Windsor's late nineteenth century whites did not appear to 

do any more than their predecessors to ameliorate the 

general condition of blacks. They also still demonstrated 

ambivalent and often contradictory attitudes towards their 

black personal acquaintances. 

Whites could be very generous in helping individual blacks 

pay debts or buy a house by providing them with mortgages. 

When Horace Holden bought his property on Spring Street, for 

example, Lemuel Frisbee helped him substantially. Horace 

bought his front piece on Spring Street for two hundred 

forty-five dollars; Lemuel quit-claimed to Horace Holden for 
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one dollar a piece of his own property which became Horace's 

back lot. Lemuel also provided Horace with a mortgage for 

$1,331, which would have helped with the purchase of the 

front piece and the cost of materials for building the 

house. 99 

Sophronia Terry's receiving mortgages suggests that the help 

Horace was given was not unique. The generous support that 

Frederick Thrall and Theodore Clapp gave to the A.M.E. Zion 

church also indicates that Stiles's low opinion of local 

blacks may not have been commonly held . Many white citizens 

thought it worthwhile to help Windsor's black citizens. 

The whites' disinclination to accept blacks as social peers, 

however, may have become more pronounced at the end of the 

century. Although there were a few mixed marriages (usually 

a black man with a white wife), blacks and whites remained 

socially separate. Numerous organizations and clubs were 

formed during this time, but there is no indication that 

blacks were included. The Masonic Lodge, the Grange, the 

Daughters of the American Revolution were all formed between 

the Civil War and the turn of the twentieth century. As kind 

and generous as many of the Hayden station whites were to 

the neighborhood blacks, for example, they did not include 

blacks in the "center of the social life of Hayden 

Station,"lOO the Hayden Station Social Club, which 
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ironically was founded in 1887, only a few months after the 

A.M.E. Zion church was organized. 

There was, however, at least one exception to this social 

segregation. Olive skinned and distinguished looking South 

Carolina Congressman Joseph Hayne Rainey and his wife, 

Susan, 101 were apparently warmly welcomed into the social 

life of the Congregational Church. "They moved in the best 

society," a journalist wrote, and he added, perhaps as a 

disclaimer, "and their color never was thought of. 11102 

For an undetermined reason, the first black Congressman from 

South Carolina bought a summer home in Windsor in 1874, four 

years after the beginning of his first term in Congress. In 

May, the same month in which he became the first black ever 

to preside (in the absence of the speaker) over the United 

States House of Representatives, he purchased a roomy 

federal-style house on Palisado Avenue for the healthy sum 

of $4,000 . 

Rainey was born June 21, 1832 to slave parents Edward and 

Gracey Rainey in Georgetown, South Carolina, and was freed 

when his father was able to buy the family's freedom 

sometime in the 1840s. Edward became a successful barber in 

Georgetown. After meeting and marrying his wife in 

Philadelphia and managing to return to South Carolina (freed 

slaves at that time could not return to the state after 
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having left) Joseph eventually set up a barber shop in 

Charleston. Drafted by the Confederacy to work building 

blockades in Charleston, he escaped in 1862 with his wife to 

Bermuda, where he continued his barber trade . 

In 1866, Rainey moved back to Georgetown, a town in which 

there were six black voters to every one white. Conservative 

and staunchly Republican, Rainey served from 1867 to 1876 on 

the Executive Committee of the South Carolina Republican 

Party and participated in the South Carolina Constitutional 

Convention in 1868. He was subsequently elected to the State 

Senate, a position from which he resigned in order to fill 

the unexpired term of a federal Congressman removed from 

office because of unethical behavior . 

Rainey refused to humiliate white southerners, a position 

shown by his favoring amnesty and debt relief for southern 

whites. But he worked ardently for civil rights, not only 

for blacks but also for the California Chinese and Native 

Americans . "In Congress, Rainey astutely linked his 

continued support of general amnesty legislation to 

Democratic support for the Civil Rights Bill of 1875. He 

made effective speeches in favor of legislation to enforce 

the Fourteenth Amendment and the Ku Klux Klan Act." He 

firmly believe in the need to integrate public schools. 103 

He chose to struggle for changes for the future instead of 
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advocating revengeful and punitive measures for wrongs of 

the past. 

Following his defeat in 1878 for his fifth Congressional 

term, Rainey worked for the Treasury Department until 1881. 

After a few discouraging business ventures, and failure to 

win the clerkship to the House of Representatives (one 

source says state clerkship, and one says United States), 

Rainey returned to Georgetown in 1887. His health and 

financial situation were poor . He still owned his house in 

Windsor, although he had .sold most of his personal property 

the previous year and had rented the house out. He died in 

August 1887. 

Although one has to read obituaries with some degree of 

skepticism, the praises in the articles about Joseph Rainey 

seem consistent with the respect and affection offered by 

his peers during his lifetime. He was one of only a few men 

who gave speeches at the Centennial Celebration July 4, 1876 

in Windsor. His speech was one of few summarized in the 

published report. If the summary is at all accurate, the 

speech typifies Rainey's approach to dealing with 

injustices. He said that he "was proud that he was an 

American citizen, since the nation had proved its sincerity 

to the doctrines of its Declaration of Independence by 

making all of its citizens free and equal before the 

law. 11104 Though he must have been elated by the recent 
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..., passage in 1875 of the Civil Rights Act, he also was 

sufficiently experienced and astute to know that the 

legislation was far from a panacea. In true character, he 

chose to emphasize the positive as he worked towards his 

goals. 

Mrs. Rainey, too was well liked. According to her husband's 

local obituaries, she was president of the Chatauqua 

Society, a group that folded shortly after she left Windsor. 

"She is a remarkably well-informed woman and with Mr. Rainey 

would answer more conundrums and enigmas than all the white 

members combined. 11105 Mrs. Rainey must have remained in 

Windsor for a number of years after her husband died, for 

two of her children were baptized in the Congregational 

Church in 1891. Her daughter Olive attended Miss Williams' 

school, which was considered a finishing school for 

girls. 106 Mrs. Rainey was preparing to sell his Windsor 

property in 1894, and by 1899, she and her children had 

moved to Springfield, Massachusetts and joined the Hope 

Congregational Church. 107 

Both black and white Windsorites have been proud of the 

Raineys' association with the town. Because his light color, 

political stature, and intellect made him easy for whites to 

accept, one cannot assume his local popularity as evidence 

of an unbiased town. What is highly significant, however, is 

Rainey's choice to come here, to remain for more than a 
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decade, and to bring other southern blacks north with him. 

His active involvement for Civil Rights is evidence that he 

lived his life according to his spoken beliefs, and his 

choice of Windsor was surely an endorsement of its relative 

fairmindedness . 

Since the Rainey household appears only in the 1880 census 

{and Rainey, himself, does not appear at all), there is no 

way to know how many people the family actually brought 

north. In 1880, however, a number of southern young people 

were listed as boarders in Rainey's household: South 

Carolina natives twenty-year-old James Hayne, presumably a 

relative, and brother and sister, eighteen-year-old Abraham 

and twenty-year-old Rachel Fyall; and a native of the West 

Indies, fourteen-year- old Emma Richardson. 

There seems to be no further record in Windsor of James 

Hayne or Emma Richardson, but Abraham Fyall lived the rest 

of his life in town. A brickmason and farm laborer, Abraham 

owned his own home {with a mortgage) near the center of 

town. He died in 1930. His sister was in the 1904-05 

Hartford directory as a live-in domestic in Windsor, but she 

did not appear in the 1911-12 edition. 

Not mentioned in the 1880 household was another person Mr. 

Rainey brought north. Eugenia Howard, whose daughter Lucy 

still lives in town, was very likely Rainey's niece, for she 
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always referred to him as "uncle." Born in 1871, Eugenia 

must have ·come north in the early '80s; though she was a 

young girl, herself, she probably came to help care for the 

Raineys' young children. She later moved to Hartford, where 

she worked in live-in service for several white families 

before marrying and moving back to Windsor to raise her own 

children. 

The Raineys' welcome in town did not end with his death or 

with the family's move to Springfield in 1899. The 

congressman's daughter, Olive , who became a public school 

teacher in Springfield, remained friends with several church 

members. As the minister's son wrote, " • • . it seemed 

perfectly natural to us that she should be the guest of two 

maiden ladies of the town's 'old family' group. 11108 

Summary 

The relationship with the white community, then, though not 

clearly defined, seemed to be a continuation of the pattern 

set early in the century: while being neighborly and caring, 

the whites were unwilling to accept most blacks as social 

peers. 

Clearly, Windsor's black residents were not a geographical 

community nor a totally cohesive one in spirit, but neither 

were they a passive nor isolated one. The forming of the. 
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church did not involve the entire black citizenry, but it is 

highly significant in illustrating that within the black 

population, there was a burgeoning sense of community. There 

were leaders among them who perceived a need and who were 

able to work together to meet it. 
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Chapter 3 

Poised for suburbanization. 

The Civil War was a nineteenth century turning point for 

Windsor's black population; in the same way, the trolley 

lines that in 1895 connected Hartford, Windsor, and 

Springfield, marked the beginning of the entire town's 

transformation from a rural to a suburban community. Though 

there had always been close ties between Hartford and 

Windsor, the trolley, which ran north through Windsor along 

Palisado Avenue as well as to Rainbow along Poquonock 

Avenue, made Hartford more accessible to all Windsorites; 

" • •. for the first time Windsor had the means of becoming a 

suburban town," wrote Lloyd Fowles . 109 

Windsor was in the process of change throughout the first 

half of the twentieth century, though the immigrants - both 

white and black - during the first decade of the new 

century, were still primarily seeking homes and work in 

town. Large numbers of Polish and Lithuanian immigrants 

arrived around the turn of the century, looking for work on 

Windsor's farms and in its few manufacturing companies. 110 

Especially between 1910 and 1930, however, the increase in 

Windsor's population was so dramatic that in 1934, a 

University of Connecticut sociology professor and his 
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town in order to analyze the suburbanization phenomenon. By 

that time, "half of the householders in Windsor work in 

Hartford, as do about 40 percent of all other gainfully 

employed persons."111 

In spite of suburbanization, Windsor's economy maintained 

its dependence on agriculture until the fifties when 

industry began moving into town . 112 Tobacco - especially the 

shade tobacco developed in Windsor during the twenties - and 

vegetables were the town's principal crops. Though the 

quality of Windsor's bricks was still a source of town 

pride, the Mack Brickyard was the only one remaining in 

1936. 113 

Population and immigration trends, 1900-1950. 

Although Windsor's population had been fairly stable 

throughout the nineteenth century, the population began to 

grow rapidly in 1900. From roughly 3,500 people in 1900, 

Windsor's population grew to nearly 12,000 by 1950. Between 

1920 and 1930, there was nearly a fifty percent increase in 

the total population of the town. 

Not only were there many more people in this town, which was 

proud of its cultural and agricultural heritage, but the 

homogeneity of the white population that had characterized 
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Windsor for nearly two hundred years, rather rapidly 

disappeared. Though nearly two-thirds of Windsor's 

immigrants in the thirties were native born, more than half 

of Windsor's residents in 1934 were first or second 

generation foreign immigrants. Nearly a fifth of the entire 

population was foreign born. 114 

In contrast, after a sharp increase sometime during the last 

two decades of the nineteenth century, the black population 

showed only modest increase until 1940 when it experienced a 

slight decline . As a resu~t, it gradually constituted a 

lower percentage of the total town population. From about 

four and a half percent of the population in 1900 (about 

168) and 1910 (about 185) 115 , by 1934, it was only 2.6 

percent (218); by 1940, it was a mere two percent of the 

population. 

Although post-1910 black immigration data are sketchy, 

earlier information and and the meagre post-1910 data 

suggest that there were two distinct groups that 

characterize the black newcomers in the first half century. 

Between 1880 and 1900, and, to a lesser degree in 1910, the 

black people who moved to Windsor were looking for work in 

town - for the most part, in agricultural or domestic work. 

During the second quarter116 of the century black 

immigrants, with their white counterparts, were part of the 

suburbanization movement . These were people who wanted to 
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upgrade their housing, which frequently meant a shift from 

renting to ownership; who wanted to own land for home or 

commercial farming; and who wanted to escape the negative 

aspects of the city in favor of the perceived healthier 

environment of a small town or rural area.117 

Although the Great Migration was not really in full force 

until the World War I period, southern blacks had been 

moving north since the Civil War, as witnessed in post-Civil 

War Windsor. Emigration accelerated, however, as a southern 

labor surplus, cruel treatment by southern whites, and 

enticements by northern industries provided the impetus for 

blacks to uproot themselves and head north. 118 Although 

Connecticut tobacco owners were among the first to urge 

southern laborers to move north, 119 their efforts may 

reflect only part of the picture, since the tobacco growers 

apparently were recruiting migrant workers instead of 

permanent laborers . 120 Windsor does not seem to have been 

appreciably or directly affected by the Great Migration, 

because the masses of people were heading for the cities, 

such as Hartford. As shall be seen, however, some of those 

who moved to Windsor as suburbanites came originally to 

Hartford during the Migration. 
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Black participation in the suburbanization movement. 

After approximately eight years in Hartford, Harvey Elkey 

moved his family, in 1918, back to his native Windsor. 

Harvey, Sarah, and their four children lived with his 

parents, Lucy and o. Josiah Elkey, in the family homestead 

on Cook Hill . Though there may ·have been additional reasons, 

he probably felt that Windsor was a better place than the 

city to raise children. 121 The Elkeys' move may signal the 

beginning of blacks' participation in the suburbanization 

movement. 

Several families, with no previous connection to Windsor, 

moved to town in the twenties in order to combine the 

advantages of rural life with proximity to the city. Audrey 

Lee, Virginia Jones Harris, and Rose Carter Brown talked 

about their parents and their reasons for moving to Windsor. 

Audrey Lee and Virginia Harris still live in town. Rose 

Brown lived here for only five years as a young girl; but 

her son and his family now live here, and her memories of 

her childhood years in Windsor are still vivid. 

"You can't raise kids in the city," Mr. Lee told his 

children, when they asked why he had moved to Windsor's dirt 

roads, an old school, and few amenities from Hartford's 

paved roads, a beautiful school, and the conveniences of. the 
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city. "And the man was right," his son Audrey says now, "I 

mean, you think about it today; he was right." 

Audrey's parents were participants in the Great Migration. 

Born in Georgia, they were farmers; even now, his relatives 

retain ownership of land in Georgia . But, looking for work 

in 1916, Mr. Lee came to Hartford following an uncle, who 

already owned a tenement house in the city . In less than a 

year, Mr . Lee had obtained a job at the Hartford Rubber 

Works and sent for his wife and thr~e children (two more 

were born in Connecticut), and they moved into his uncle's 

tenement house . 

The move to Windsor in 1924 satisfied three major desires. 

As mentioned, the Lees were able to avoid raising children 

in what they saw as the corrupting influence of the city. 

They were able to return to their own rural roots; they 

moved to the Wilson section, which was then almost entirely 
' 

rural with many market farms and a brickyard. "And you must 

remember," says Audrey, "way back in 1924, '23, and '24, 

Windsor was country too. I mean country; it was rural." 

Moreover, the Lees settled in Windsor because they were able 

to own a piece of property. "The house was brand new. He 

purchased it; he was just looking for a home." Audrey now 

lives next door to the house to which he moved when he was 

ten years old. 
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Windsor's location near the city (and his house's location a 

half block from the trolley line) must have been an 

important consideration, however , since neither of Audrey's 

parents worked in Windsor. His father continued to work at 

the Hartford Rubber Works. His mother had been a 

schoolteacher in Georgia, but, as was true of many southern 

migrants, 122 in spite of her normal school education, she 

apparently lacked sufficient background to teach in 

Connecticut. She settled for working for a cleaning company 

in West Hartford. 

"My mother insisted they own a piece of property," says 

Virginia Harris when asked why her parents, Edward and 

Narcia Jones, moved to Windsor. The daughter of a North 

Carolina slave, Narcia moved north with her mother in the 

early 1890s. Mr. Jones's parents moved to Hartford from 

Virginia some time before he was born in 1887; his father 

was a hostler at a Hartford livery stable. Edward and Narcia 

rented a house in Bloomfield before purchasing a piece of 

property in Windsor in 1925. The Joneses' primary reason for 

moving to Windsor, then, may not have been to escape the 

city, but to take advantage of the opportunity to own land. 

They moved to Cook Hill, one of the neighborhoods where 

there had been black residents since the early 1800s. 
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Mrs. Jones did not work outside the home. She skillfully 

managed the household, cared for her six children, and 

tended her garden where she grew most of their vegetables 

for the year. Mr. Jones worked three jobs in Hartford. He 

was a bank vault attendant, a chauffeur and custodian for 

Aetna Life and Casualty, and a waiter at the Hartford Club. 

Windsor offered the Joneses the opportunity for land 

ownership, space for gardening, and access to the city for 

employment and church. With deep roots at Shiloh Baptist 

Church in Hartford, the Joneses would have found it 

wrenching to join a local church. Living in Windsor, 

however, afforded them the opportunity to continue attending 

their church in Hartford. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Born in Americus, Georgia, Rose Brown's father, David 

Carter, was also part of the Great Migration. He came north 

to Hartford from Jacksonville, Florida with the railroad in 

1916. Housed at first in shelters provided by the railroad, 

Mr. Carter sent for his wife and children as soon as he 

could, and they moved to "barrack" type housing on Garden 

Street. Mr. Carter was the first of his family to move 

north. As time went on, he sponsored three of his brothers 

and his wife's brother, when they in turn moved north. Each 

of the men stayed with the Carters until he was able to get 

a place of his own. Mrs. Brown recalls that she moved out of 
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her bed so many times, that during most of her youth she 

dreamed of having her own bed. 

By 1925, the family was able to purchase an eleven acre 

farm, equipped with tools and animals, on Pigeon Hill in 

Windsor. Though they were the only black family to live 

there at the time, the farm was near the former farms of 

Peter Winston and Henry Addison. Mrs. Carter, with nine 

children, did not work outside the home . She cared for the 

children and helped tend the farm, which included pigs, 

chickens, rabbits, geese, turkeys, two cows and a horse. Mr. 

Carter worked for the railroad and tended his farm, selling 

the vegetables in Hartford. When asked if Mr. Carter hired 

help for the farm, Mrs. Brown retorted that the children 

were the help. Windsor offered the Carters land for 

subsistence and market farming as well as proximity to 

Hartford where Mr. Carter worked and sold his produce. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Certainly not everyone who moved to Windsor during the 

twenties and thirties worked in Hartford. When William Allen 

came to town in the early thirties, he opened a shoe shop on 

Poquonock Avenue across the street from the present Windsor 

Music Center. An advertisement in the Windsor Herald was 

headlined, "Expert Shoe Maker Opens New Shop." He "learned 

his trade in Muskogee [sic] Institute in Alabama. 11123 
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- Unfortunately , he could probably not compete with shoe 

factories, since he no longer had his shoe shop in 1945; at 

that time, he was working in a manufacturing company. 

However, he had apparently hoped to live and work in town, 

in contrast to some of the other newcomers at the time . 

Occupations and black immigration. 

Although the opportunity to live in Windsor and work in 

Hartford (or even, perhap.s, the reverse), became a viable 

one in the twentieth century, blacks still did not have a 

wide variety of occupations from which to chose. Nor could 

occupational opportunities be viewed any longer only in 

terms of Windsor, for the opportunities and restrictions in 

the city and state also had an impact on Windsor residents. 

Throughout the first half century, Windsor's black workers 

were employed ' primarily in agriculture and domestic service, 

although there was some diversification of jobs. 

Approximately twenty immigrant men came to town between 1880 

and 1900. 124 All but two of them, Robert Ross who was a 

domestic and Henry Douglass who was a brick mason, came as 

farm workers, which included one teamster and one hostler. 

Several, such as William Sharp and o. Josiah Elkey, merely 

moved to Windsor from neighboring towns. Approximately two

thirds of these men were from the north; they came from 
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Massachusetts, New York, and elsewhere in Connecticut. 

Several of the southern immigrants were from Virginia, and 

one was from North Carolina . One of the new farm workers was 

born in Spain of Spanish born parents, but he was married to 

a Connecticut born woman. There were fewer new farm workers 

in 1910, and all but two of them were from Connecticut; 

those two were from Virginia. 

Since shade tobacco had not yet been developed, these early 

farm laborers must have worked for the market farms and 

broad leaf or Havana tobacc.o farms. By the late twenties and 

early thirties, however, some local black workers would 

have been employed in shade tobacco. Because shade tobacco 

required ten times as many pe.ople per acre to harvest as 

broadleaf or Havana, the shade tobacco growers recruited 

southern migrant workers for the bulk of their labor force; 

the local labor pool would have been insufficient. Shade 

growers did, however, employ local black workers as tobacco 

sorters and as teamsters and hostlers. During the winters, 

local blacks would have worked in the tobacco warehouses, 

many of which were located in Hartford. 125 

Because of the substantial reduction in the number of 

brickyards, there were far fewer black brickworkers in 

Windsor during the early decades of the century. (In the 

forties and fifties, the Mack Brickyard increased its number 

of employees, but it still would not have been considered a 
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major employer of black citizens.) Abraham Fyall, Henry 

Caesar, Henry Douglass, and Jacob Dilford were all involved 

in brickwork at some time during the early decades . 126 

Though he was an independent blacksmith, Charles Babcock, a 

"very honorable and industrious" man, shoed the horses and 

oxen for the Mack brickyard in order to help pay for having 

his blacksmith shop on the Macks' property. 127 

Floyd and Robert Niles, Jason Watts, and Earl White were 

among later employees of the brickyard . As did all the 

brickyard workers, they had to have the knowledge, physical 

strength, and agility to mould the clay in the dripping wet 

moulds, flip the bricks out of the moulds while they were 

still s ufficiently wet to keep the clay from sticking, place 

the bricks neatly on edge to dry, and stack them in the 

hakes to fire. Although all the workers had to be able to do 

each part of the brickmaking process, some people excelled 

in particular areas.128 

Sixteen domestics were among the newcomers who arrived prior 

to 1900, and all but Robert Ross were women. Fourteen of 

these women were from the south; twelve came from Virginia, 

one from South Carolina, and one from Alabama. Their white 

employers must have preferred live-in help, since all of the 

domestics, including the four women who were older residents 

of the town, lived in white households. 
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., Greene and Woodson noted the substantial reduction in the 

United States after 1910 in the number of domestic workers, 

including laundresses129 . In Windsor, a change was already 

noticeable by the 1910 census. There was only one domestic 

newcomer, Virginian Lucy Scott, in 1910, making a total of 

only seven live-in domestics. The number of local 

laundresses, on the other hand, · increased slightly from five 

in 1900 to eight in 1910. All the laundresses in both time 

periods lived in their own households. Among the laundresses 

were Sophronia Terry, Ella Dillworth, Jessie White, and 

Elizabeth Rue. 

The trend after 1910, according to Greene and Woodson, was 

toward per diem domestic work. 130 Although this was not a 

new concept in Windsor, two women, Lucenine Niles and Rose 

Swan, were indentified in the 1910 census as "day 

houseworkers." Lucy Babcock had changed to day work from 

live-in service years before when she had married o . Josiah 

Elkey; she cooked for a doctor in a neighboring town and for 

the harness racing drivers at the Sage Park race track 

around the corner from her house on Cook Hill. Her sister 

Sarah, who never married, had been a live-in domestic since 

her youth. Sometime after 1910, perhaps because of declining 

demand for private live-in service, she became the resident 

housekeeper of the D.A.R. - owned Oliver Ellsworth 

homestead. 131 Day housework remained a significant means of 

employment for many of Windsor's black women; some of the 
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women so employed during the first half century retired only 

a few years ago . Mrs. Lucy White, for example, was working 

until she became too ill in the spring of 1989 • 

Even in the early decades, some of Windsor's twentieth 

century black citizens succeeded in finding jobs that were 

exceptions to the usual agricultural and domestic jobs open 

to black workers. B. Eldridge Babcock, who worked as a 

brickmaker in his youth, was a burnisher in a Hartford 

silverware factory by 1905, and, at some time between 1920 

and 1928, was a fireman for the General Electric Company 

(formerly Eddy Electric) in Windsor. 132 George Jackson was a 

barber, perhaps in a shop in Hartford. Samuel Holden, in his 

family's tradition, was a carpenter and a boat builder; he 

had several boats in progress at the time of his death in 

1920. In addition to farming his own land and working for 

the Morgan family, Grant Johnson fished in the Farmington 

River for shad, which he sold to buyers in New York City. 

Harold "Shine" Smith, who played "a mean piano, 11133 played 

the piano for silent movies in the local theater; he also 

played for WTIC radio in Hartford, probably in the twenties 

and thirties when the station featured live music. 

A few women, too, succeeded early in the century in creating 

variations from domestic work. Eldridge Babcock's wife, 

Grace, was a dressmaker. Her neighbor, Jessie Butler White 

ran a store in the neighborhood in addition to her laundry 
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work. Ed Hill's daughter, Katherine, was a public school 

teacher. 

Many young people wanted to leave town, as one interviewee 

said, because they did not want to work in someone's 

kitchen. Some encountered such discrimination in finding 

jobs that they left the state . The oldest Jones son, for 

example, after several unpleasant experiences in Hartford, 

moved to Washington, D.C. Some people, such as William Best 

and Edgar Winston, eventually moved back to Windsor. 

But for many, Hartford in the late forties, had real appeal. 

Following the world war, jobs were being opened up to blacks 

that had hitherto been closed. The Connecticut State 

Interracial Commission, a commission formed in 1943 and 

appointed by the governor, was monitoring racial 

discrimination complaints and was one group attempting to 

open new job areas for blacks. One of the pioneers in this 

job search was Philadelphia native Preston Pope, who moved 

to Windsor in the late sixties. He became the first black 

bus driver in the Connecticut when he was hired by the 

Connecticut Company in the spring of 1948 to drive a bus in 

Hartford. Hartford was "ideal" in the forties and fifties, 

says Mr. Pope. There was work, and it was safe. 134 

Windsor youth, too, were able to find work in Hartford. 

Before enlisting in the Marines in 1943 and upon his return 
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from the war, William Best worked for Colt Industries. After 

Preston Pope's success at obtaining a bus driving job, 

William was also hired to drive a bus. Though she did not 

apply, Lucy White mentioned bus cleaning jobs that were open 

to black women in the forties. The large department store, 

G. Fox, was also starting to hire black employees . Mrs. 

Florence Jackson worked there for a number of years. 

Black households and their distribution in town. 

By 1910, nearly all blacks lived in black households; 

ninety-three percent lived in Windsor's thirty-eight black 

households. Since live-in domestic service was on the wane, 

one can reasonably speculate that the number of blacks in 

white households would continue to decline throughout the 

first half of the century. 

Sixty-three percent of the householders in 1910 owned their 

own homes, at least a third of which were owned mortgage 

free. Since the number of households increased between 1900 

and 1910 from thirty-six to thirty-eight, and since the 

number of renters declined from sixteen to fourteen, 

Windsor's blacks were apparently becoming increasingly able 

to own their own homes, at least during the first quarter 

century. 
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Except for the addition of a few black households in the 

Wilson section of town, the distribution pattern from 1900 

to 1950 resembled that set early in the nineteenth century. 

The Cook Hill and Hayden Station neighborhoods, both 

excellent locations for farming, continued to be areas where 

black immigrants clustered, although there were still black 

households scattered in other parts of town . The VanAllens 

and Niles, for example, settled on Cook Hill, while the Rues 

and Vails moved to Pond Road at Hayden Station. Several 

families, the Fyalls, Charles Babc~cks, and Douglasses lived 

on Island Road and Capen .street just south of the town 

center. A few families lived across the Farmington River 

near the First Congregational Church. Henry Addison, Joseph 

Babcock, the Grant Johnsons, and the Sharps lived in this 

area. 

A further question of communitv. 

Nothing had changed since the nineteenth century that would 

have facilitated the forming of a cohesive town-wide black 

community in Windsor. The blacks were still very small in 

numbers. In spite of the clusters of black households that 

were finally sufficiently large to be termed neighborhoods, 

the black housing pattern was still non-centralized. Perhaps 

further encouraged by the suburbanization movement, 

Windsor's blacks still depended for friendships on a wider 

geographical circle than the town itself. They had 
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especially close family relationships and friendships with 

people in Bloomfield, Suffield, Windsor Locks, East Granby, 

Hartford and Springfield . 

There was not a clearly defined pattern of establishing 

social relationships. The black families all knew each 

other, and many people formed friendships with black people 

within their own neighborhoods or in the other neighborhoods 

in town, but "we didn't have to," one informer explained. 

"My grandfather's social life centered around his family," 

noted Arthur Johnson of his grandfather Grant. If the Niles 

brothers' singing was any indication, they must have had a 

close family life as well: "You never heard such harmony; 

they were beautiful," recalled one listener. Arthur Johnson 

also commented that some people established friendships in 

church. Though the diversity of the black population - also 

evident between suburbanites and farm workers - could still 

impede a sense of community, it did not necessarily inhibit 

friendships; one longtime and one new couple, for example, 

were good friends and frequently played cards together. 

Because of the demanding hours of farm work and of the 

several jobs that many city workers had, there was not 

always a lot of extra time for socializing. (It was people 

with money that would socialize, one person commented.) 

Nevertheless, many of Windsor's black families found ways to 

enjoy each other. One of the favorite social activities was 
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the lawn party. "Today, we call them picnics; you have all 

your friends in, everybody brings something and you have a 

good time," Mrs. Caesar commented. "That was our form of 

entertainment back then, you know, having those lawn parties 

in the summer •.•• They'd come from all over ••• They were for 

grown-ups as well, not just the young people." said Dave 

Jones. "They'd hang lights all· over the yard so you'd know 

where the lawn party was," added Mrs. Harris. 

There were games, usually croquet and horseshoes, and there 

was good food, sometimes brought by the guests and sometimes 

"sold" by the host in order to cover the cost. There was 

music and dancing; usually the music was played on a record 

player, but at Dan Scott's parties, he and his brothers 

would sometimes provide live music . "My father played the 

drums," recalled Mrs. Caesar, "my uncle Albert played the 

violin, my uncle Walter played the guitar, my uncle George 

played the guitar and banjo; the baby brother played the 

piano." 

Although friendships were not necessarily made within the 

town of Windsor, the local black families did their best to 

help each other when it was needed. As Arthur Johnson 

observed, this "loose community ••• was closely related to 

each other in time of trouble or need·." For example, Dan 

Scott, his wife Lucy, and her sister Martha Addison helped 

Mrs . Winston when her daughter Lucy was extremely ill. At 
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the time of a death, people would do their best to help the 

grieving family. 

Windsor's blacks and the church . 

Since, traditionally, the church in the United States has 

been the focal point of black social life, the diversity of 

blacks' religious affiliation highlights the diversity 

within Windsor's black community . Although the founding and 

the early decades of the local A.M •. E. Zion church held 

promise for the creation of a town wide community, neither 

this nor any other church was able to unify the entire black 

population. 

When the Rev. Byron Scott, probably the third resident 

pastor after the Reverends Dennis White and Isaac Grandy, 

had the Archer church moved from the woods to the street in 

1915, the trustees still reflected a diverse and town wide 

membership. These trustees represented old Windsor families, 

fairly recent immigrants, and people from Cook Hill, Hayden 

Station, and the center of town: Mr.and Mrs. Daniel Scott, 

Mrs. Sadey [Sarah] Elkey, Charles Caesar, Mrs. Susan Holden, 

Gilbert Babcock, William Garrett, Jacob Dillworth, George 

Richards, Clarence Williams, Mrs. Josephine Caesar, Mrs. 

Louis Caesar, Edward Chatfield, Henry Stalks. 135 If one can 

judge the dedication of its early members by the devotion 

and vitality exhibited in the thirties, the church in the 
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teens and twenties was a vibrant one. It probably included 

at least one choir; certainly singers Susan Holden and Ella 

Dillworth, daughter-in-law and daughter of original members, 

would have sung in a choir . Social gatherings and 

fundraisers such as the turkey suppers held during the 

pastorate of Mr. White, probably continued during Rev. 

Scott's tenure . 

In the early thirties, however, the church suffered a major 

blow. William Best remembers sitting in his class at the 

Hayden school, a few miles from the church as the crow 

flies, and seeing black smoke billowing up from the 

direction of the church and his home, which was nearly 

across the street. When he arrived home that afternoon, he 

discovered that the Archer church had burned to the ground. 

In trying to smoke troublesome bees out of the church attic, 

someone had lost control of the fire, and it had destroyed 

the building. It was ten years before the members were able 

to rebuild the church . 

Though still including members from outside the 

neighborhood, the individuals and families at Hayden station 

were the ones who kept the spirit of the church alive after 

the building burned down. In particular, Catherine Taylor, 

who lived behind the church building, was involved in 

sustaining the church. She held services at her house, put 

on programs for the church, gave socials to raise money, and 
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paid special attention to the children, since they were an 

important part of this "family church. 11 13 6 

Other neighborhood members of the church alternated holding 

services at their homes until the First Congregational 

Church offered their Hayden Station chapel for Archer's use . 

Since the chapel had an organ, the congregation was able to 

maintain a choir and a Sunday School during the ten years 

they were without their own building. 

After several pastors, the Reverend William Durante came to 

serve at Archer Church. Although he was a non-resident 

pastor, who lived in Ansonia, he liked the Archer Church and 

its congregation and worked hard to rebuild the church. In 

the early 40s, during Rev. Durante's seventeen years as 

pastor, Archer completed its new building with help from 

members, from black and white neighbors, and with some 

financial support from white non-residents of Hayden 

Station . Durante's two sons painted beautiful pictures on 

the interior walls of the church. William Best, though not a 

member, remembers shingling part of the roof. His 

grandfather, Charles Howard, with George Richards and Rev. 

Rooseavelt Scott, assisted Rev. Durante in the effort which 

resulted in the new building. Other than hiring out work 

such as pouring the foundation, the members and friends 

constructed the building themselves. 137 
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Many black Windsorites attended predominantly white churches 

in town. Some of the oldest families continued to belong to 

the First Congregational Church. "Miss Sarah Babcock and 

Miss Sophronia Terry, both Negroes," wrote the minister's 

son, "were among the most faithful members of my father's 

congregation. 11138 Though Flor~nce Howard Best played the 

organ for the Archer Church, and though family members have 

taught Sunday school at Archer, the Thompson/Howard/Best 

family have remained at First Church. Several families from 

near the center and from Cook Hill attended Grace Episcopal 

and Trinity Methodist, churches that were then both in the 

center of town and closer to the homes of their black 

members than was Archer church. Mrs. Wilson, for example, 

remembers walking as a child down Cook Hill to Trinity 

Methodist, when it stood at the corner of Bloomfield and 

Poquonock Avenues. 

As did many white suburbanites, 139 some black newcomers 

retained their affiliation with churches in Hartford . The 

Jones family, for example, continued their membership at 

Shiloh Baptist Church in Hartford. Edward was the treasurer 

of the church for twenty years, and his father had helped 

found the church in 1889 . In addition to their roots in the 

church, the Joneses appreciated the community of other black 

people that were there and they were proud of the programs 

and social services that the church offered. For the young 
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people, especially, the city churches with much larger 

numbers of youth and many more activities, were appealing. 

There were a number of black families who were not closely 

affiliated with any church. Edward White, one of the Rev. 

Dennis White's sons, "started off being a strict Methodist," 

said a member of his family, "but then he decided there was 

something in a lot of religions that he liked." He never 

again belonged to any one church, though religion was an 

important part of his life. Others found it a hardship, 

instead of a source of st~ength, to attend church. One 

person said that trying to get her children ready for 

church, her own housework done, and herself ready for church 

was too much. She felt it was important to send her children 

to Sunday School, but she, herself, did not attend church. 

Blacks' relationship with the white community. 

The relationship between black and white Windsorites was 

still very complex and not clearly delineated. 140 Though 

black and white adults were not likely to socialize, whites 

liked and respected many of the black families, feelings 

that appear to have been mutual. In a 1968 remininiscence 

for a magazine, Frederic Nelson, son of the 

Congregationalist minister described the relationship as he 

recalled it: "On what has become the Race Issue, the people 

of Windsor in 1902 weren't necessarily morally superior to 
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people in Alabama, South Africa or Rhodesia; their ethnic 

experiences were different •.... Ordinarily, though, I don't 

recall thinking much about black skins as a tragedy and, 

although we didn't have many Negro playmates, such as we had 

were accepted on merit . Color didn't seem relevant to what 

happened in school •••• nl41 

There were many indications of a positive relationship, 

though there were ambiguities as well. Blacks often felt 

that they had to "read between the lines," but second

guessing does not always provide an accurate reading, and 

one could not be sure of his assessment of a situation. The 

Reverend Roscoe Nelson visited the homes of blacks as well 

as whites; he always had candies in his pockets for the 

children. He sent a van to the Hayden Station neighborhood 

on Sundays to pick up the children and bring them to church. 

When black parishioners were ill or in need, he offered what 

help he could . Once, he made Christmas possible for the 

Winston children by taking the whole Sunday School to their 

house loaded with gifts when a family member was ill . Black, 

as well as white, church members remember with special 

fondness and gratitude, the long pastorate of Rev. Nelson . 

And yet, older black members thought a person "bold" who sat 

in the front of the church. 

Many of the black employees had very close relationships 

with their white employers. White employers apparently felt 
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the same genuine affection and respect for their employees 

as did their nineteenth century counterparts, and they 

seemed just as willing to help their black employees buy 

land or build houses. The Mack family, for example, who 

worked side by side with their employees, had high praise 

for the Niles family . Floyd Niles, said Ed Mack III, is the 

one who taught Ed part of the business. "I learned to work 

from Floyd •••• He was a very handy person, very quick and 

very strong. And he showed me how to hold and handle brick 

by getting rid of them. 'Don't stand there and hold 'em, 

move 'em! But don't lift 'em, guide 'em' . . . . His work habits 

were so good and his living habits were good . " 

A number of employers during the first half century helped 

their black employees obtain their own land and houses. The 

assistance was apparently given, not out of charity, but out 

of sincere affection and neighborliness. However, there is 

no obvious indication that whites tried to correct the 

discrimination that made their assistance necessary, 

especially blacks' inability to obtain bank mortgages. 

One interviewee claimed that she never experienced prejudice 

herself; she had "never come in contact with anybody that I 

had to become prejudiced." Yet she was disturbed to learn 

that her cousin had not been able to buy a house in Windsor; 

he had gone to Hartford. Though her employer offered to get 
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a house for her if she wanted to move, she said, "that 

wasn't the idea. I couldn't get the house on my own. 11142 

Some whites simply did not notice the black families; they 

felt that blacks became nearly invisible after graduating 

from high school . Blacks had a counter perception : that they 

were not always welcomed in town or in predominantly white 

organizations . Because there were no black social or civic 

organizations in Windsor , and because blacks often felt 

excluded from white organizations, black Windsorites 

frequently joined groups in Hartford . 

Although blacks often found social and occupational 

opportunities in Hartford, blacks still encountered racial 

discrimination there, as evidenced by the difficulty blacks 

experienced in obtaining bus driving jobs. When discussing 

Windsor's black and white relationships, therefore, one must 

take into account the situation in the greater geographical 

region of Hartford and the state, because that situation had 

an impact on Windsor's blacks. One Windsor woman, for 

example, a recent and very capable high school graduate went 

with a white friend to apply to nursing school in Hartford . 

The white woman was accepted; the black woman turned down. 

Edward White told of one of his experiences . He used to 

write essays and poems for area newpapers. Frequently, 

readers contacted him and expressed admiration for his 
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writing. One time, a reader asked if he could meet him in 

person. Mr. White agreed and went to the appointed spot at 

the scheduled time. No one approached him, and he eventually 

went home . The reader, a white person, called and asked why 

Mr. White had missed the appointment; it had not occurred to 

the reader that Mr. White might be black. 

Childhood. 

Life for most of the black children was probably not 

dissimilar to that of most white children in this primarily 

agricultural town. Theirs was a combination of fun and work, 

often hard work. "We used to enjoy ourselves around here," 

William Best says about growing up in Hayden Station. 

Sometimes after school, the youth would go to Mr. Frederick 

Thrall's house. He had no children, and he'd invite the 

youth -black and white - to come after school and talk and 

shoot pool. Sometimes in the winter, the neighborhood 

children would build a bonfire at the pond and skate till 

nine or nine-thirty. 

The children at Cook Hill made their own fun as well. Mrs. 

Florence Jackson enthusiastically remembers sliding down the 
' 

steep hills on Bloomfield Avenue and Mountain Road in the 

winter on sleds and in the summer on wagon wheels. 

"Dangerous, but fun!" she says . She added that before they 

were old enough to date, they would organize girls' clubs 
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and boys' clubs (blacks and whites were included, she noted} 

and they would have birthday parties for each other and go 

to the movies as a group. 

Dave Jones recalls the ping pong competitions that they used 

to have. Youth in his Cook Hill neighborhood would compete 

with some of the young people in the center of town. The 

race track at Sage Park was an enticement for the young 

people from Cook Hill. They would sneak into the horse 

races, usually with their parents' permission, because the 

the parents knew they'd be safe there: they knew where they 

were, and they knew a number of the drivers. 

There was other fun as well. Blacks from all around town 

remember the baseball games. Black and white teams would 

compete with other towns. Rose Brown remembers playing as a 

young child with the white children in her neighborhood on 

Pigeon Hill before time to do her chores. There were Girl 
.. 

Scouts, Boy Scouts, and 4 H Clubs that children could join 

as well. In addition to being a Boy Scout and to playing 

pick-up games of baseball and soccer in the empty fields in 

Wilson, Audrey Lee remembers the fun of swimming in the 

swimming holes left by the excavations of the old 

brickyards . "We used to swim in those old muddy ponds, and 

by the time you got in there and stirred up the bottom ••.• 

There we had a great time." "We enjoyed ourselves better in 
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those days than kids do now," said Mrs . Jackson. "Theirs is 

so streamlined; we made our own recreation . " 

Children used to enjoy activities at school . Rose Brown 

remembers playing marbles , jacks, and jump rope at school . 

Even in high school, there was time for entertainment. 

Student Harold "Shine" Smith used to play the piano during 

lunch, and students would dance . The 1924 high school 

yearbook included short poems about the graduating seniors ; 

Shine Smith's was as follows: 

There is a young fellow named Shine 
Who at playing the piano is fine 

In the gymnasium at noon 
When he plays you a tune 

You rather would dance than you'd dine. 143 

Sometimes, their parents would take the children on outings. 

Mrs. Wilson remembers that her parents would take them on 

the trolley to the parks - Riverside and Lake Compounce. 

Mrs . White's father would take them in the wagon till they 

found a good spring ("Papa seemed to know where the springs 

were.") and they would make lemonade and spend the day . 

But they worked as well. The Carters, Joneses, Elkeys all 

told about having to help with chores at home; they helped 

with the gardens , cleaned candle chimneys, peeled peaches 

for canning ("And let me tell you, you· had to peel a peach 

perfectly," says Mrs . Harris) chopped wood and raked the 

yard. "My favorite chore was working with my father on the 
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car •••. If he was down doing something in the grease and the 

dirt, I was there. I could change a tire, take the starter 

apart , take the carburetor apart and put it back together," 

said Mrs . Jackson. William Best worked tobacco as an eight 

year old, for $1.00 a day. By the time he was fourteen, he 

got a dollar and a quarter. His mother let him keep the 

dollar, and he got real pleasure out of it: he would ride 

the bus to Windsor Locks, buy a candy bar, go to the movies, 

have a banana split, and ride the bus home. 

The older daughters freq~ently had to take care of younger 

siblings. In Mrs. Dorothy Wilson's case, it meant no time 

for after school socializing. She had to come home straight 

from school to care for her brothers and sister; it was a 

big responsibility. As the oldest child in the family, she 

felt that responsibility heavily, and does not remember her 

childhood with the pleasure that her sister does. Nor does 

Dr. Beulah Winston. Life was difficult for their family. She 

had to help care for her younger sisters, but she also 

helped her mother by doing housework for customers. Though 

not always recalled with pleasure, the hard work these 

people did as children is now a source of pride. "When I 

think back on [farm work]," said Mrs. White, "I'm glad I 

know how to do that." 

Though there are countless stories of friendships between 

black and white school children in Windsor, being black 
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children could also be very lonely and troubling . Because 

there were so few, there were never enough in any one class 

for them to form their own groups. Often there was only one 

black child in an entire class. Most of the time, they were 

friends with white children, but occasionally, white 

children excluded blacks from their groups . 

As the children got older, the situation became more 

complicated . Black students were just as likely as white 

students to be elected to class offices, to be popular, as 

Audrey and Hershel Lee can attest. But as one interviewee 

phrased the situation, "there was no acceptance of in-depth 

intimacy . " Even outgoing and popular Florence Jackson did 

not have a date for the senior prom, because there were no 

black boys in her class. It was difficult, too, to sustain 

friendships beyond high school; black and white paths 

diverged, the divergence exacerbated by the differences in 

job opportunities. Young black people experienced pain and 

disappointment when friends they thought were close drifted 

away after high school. Sometimes these friendships were 

renewed. William Best and his friend Floyd Rising 

collaberated as adults on research and on making a map of 

the Hayden Station neightborhood. Audrey Lee still gets 

together with many of his high school friends. 

Secondary school could be difficult for black children who 

aspired to jobs other than physical labor. Blacks were 
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frequently discouraged from taking college preparatory 

courses or any courses other than those leading towards the 

most menial jobs . Part of the reason was that blacks were 

restricted (certainly not just in Windsor) in their career 

opportunities. People did not think for example, there was 

any point in Beulah Winston's attending high school, because 

they did not expect the education would lead her to any 

better jobs . 

In spite of the children's sometimes disheartening 

experiences Windsor's black children were relatively 

fortunate. There were black and white adults who took an 

interest in them and encouraged them to broaden their 

horizons. Dan Scott and his wife, who had no children of 

their own, opened their home to the neighborhood children on 

Cook Hill and occasionally took them on trips to such places 

as the Connecticut shore. "He helped us keep our heads on 

our shoulders right," says Mrs. Jackson. As did the Joneses; 

"They tried to influence the younger people to look 

higher ••.. " The Joneses' home was always open to the 

neighborhood children; Mr. Jones built a recreation room in 

their house where they were always welcome to play . 

Mary Wilson, a friend of Olive Rainey and a teacher from an 

old Windsor white family, was a kind and important friend to 

Beulah Winston. Dr. Winston, herself, though she left 

Windsor as a permanent resident in 1922, was probably a 
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positive role model. Black families and their children were 

aware of her academic accomplishments. Though certainly not 

everyone interviewed shared the same feelings, most people 

thought positively about their childhoods; and these 

childhoods, in turn, gave them strength and skills to deal 

with the difficulties encountered as a result of being black 

in a white hegemony. "I'm not bitter," one interviewee 

explained, "because I had a happy childhood." 

Dealing with life in a white hegemony. 

Though Windsor's black and white populations during the 

first fifty years of the twentieth century seemed to have 

had a relatively amicable and mutually respectful 

relationship, the town was not exempt from the disparities 

that blacks experienced in the country at large. Francis 

Carlson said this well in his 1940 Windsor Booster-Herald 

appeal to the town for financial aid to rebuild the Archer 

church. "It would be wonderful if we could acknowledge that 

here in Windsor or in the world at large there is no racial 

prejudice. But whether or not we have opened our established 

churches to the negro, we have not opened the hearts of men 

to them. Witness then the negro - unable to obtain a rent 

where he wishes, unable to get work on the basis of his 

ability, unable to frequent some social and entertainment 

institution, discriminated against by business, 'because we 

must consider peoples' reactions.'" 144 By necessity, a 
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black person would still have had to depend on whites for 

jobs and, perhaps, for financial assistance . One interviewee 

explained blacks' willingness to accept white help : "They 

were in no position to turn their backs on it." 

"That's the way it was," many black Windsorites commented, 

and they found ways to live with the situation and maintain 

their self-respect and dignity. One way that Windsor's 

blacks succeeded in dealing with their situation was to 

acknowledge it and then put it in the background of their 

consciousnesses. "We felt it, we knew it was there," said 

one individual, "but it did not discourage us . We just went 

on with it . " None of the persons interviewed chose to 

emphasize the inequalities they experienced; they preferred 

instead to emphasize the fortitude and accomplishments of 

their families . 

"Once you achieved adulthood, you had two patterns whether 

it was here, 'California, Missouri, or Texas," an interviewee 

stated. "You had to live it or fight it the best way you 

could . You could be submissive, or you could be boistrous, 

or antagonistic, but that didn't do you any good . You had to 

find the best way for yourself.[But it was something] that 

you had to contend with. It didn't pay you to walk around 

with a chip on your shoulder, because someone would knock it 

off sooner or later and then you might have troubles. So you 

just had to go along and notice things and act accordingly . " 
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Each person seemed to find his own areas of power and 

control within the restrictions he or she encountered. Day 

housekeeper Lucy White assessed each situation. "Some people 

you were more free with; others you know where your place 

is," she said, but most of the time, she planned her own 

work after learning what her customer expected. She worked 

hard, but she was proud of doing a good job and enjoyed 

planning her own work schedule and the routine at each house 

she cleaned . She got up at six o'clock in the morning, fed 

her family breakfast, and did most of a day's work before 

she left for her jobs. She had to walk the few miles to the 

bus on Palisade Avenue, clean her customer's house, then 

walk back from the bus in the evening, feed her family 

supper and start doing the rest of her work . She would stay 

up late at night doing her own ironing. She had a neighbor 

take care of her two sons while she was at work. She says 

she did not realize how hard she was working, but it gave 

her some satisfaction. She expected to be treated kindly, 

however. She quit one of her jobs during World War II, when 

the customer was unkind and demeaning. 

Once her children were in school, Mrs. Wilson also did day 

housekeeping and babysitting. She liked doing quality work 

and having her customers appreciate it. She managed her job 

in addition to having eight children and doing her own 

housework without the advantage of modern conveniences . She 
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had no washing machine, for example; she had to heat the 

water on the stove and use an old fashioned scrub board. She 

had four rooms for ten people to sleep in. "What are you 

going to do?" she asked . "I did it, and I guess I'm not ariy 

worse for wear . " 

As ~ell as being people of impeccable character, some farm 

and brick workers commanded respect with their physical 

prowess. For example, Grant Johnson's strength was almost 

legendary. According to his grandson, his reputation was 

based on his fight with the town blacksmith, a white man and 

a real bully. No one had succeeded, if they had dared, in 

winning a fight with this man. Fearless, Grant fought him 

one day on the town green. Grant won the fight and 

established himself as one to be treated with deference . He 

used to frequent the tavern at the Windsor House in the 

center of town. Every day, he used to walk back and forth 

from his house on Pierson Lane, and he earned a few drinks 

by regaling other guests with his well-told stories. One 

day, as the tale goes, he was walking home and passing under 

the railroad bridge, when two men jumped him. Grant 

flattened them both . 145 

Wrestling and boxing matches on the green and at the Mack 

brickyard were entertainment and recreation for blacks and 

whites alike. Some of the men who worked in the brickyards 

were tough. Ed Mack's father must have lost a few fights to 
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Dan Scott. He was "a tall, light, very strong person, very 

adept with this dukes. He was the local champ . " As kind a 

person as Dan and as tough, Floyd Niles "didn't take any 

stuff from anybody. If he hit you it was deadly. He had a 

reputation. He'd never start any fights, but if somebody 

asked for it, they got it. He put down some pretty big men; 

just hit them once and it was all over."146 

Several black Windsorites operated their own businesses. 

Floyd Niles had a moving business, Edgar Winston had his own 

cleaning company. For at .least part of his career, Edward 

White, Lucy's husband, was a freelance landscaper and 

gardener. In his leisure time he wrote essays and poems, 

some of which were published in area newspapers, and he 

became an authority on nineteenth century Windsor-born poet 

Edward Rowland Sill. 

Occasionally, there has been a black person that has helped 

others minimalize their dependence on white assistance. 

Sandy Archer was such a philanthropist. A former slave, who 

died in 1914 at age about 112, Archer was a tobacco farmer 

who came to Windsor in the early 1870s. He was able to buy a 

sizable amount of land in the Hayden Station neighborhood. 

By selling other blacks pieces of his property at afforable 

prices, he made it possible for many of the neighborhood's 

black residents to own their homes mortgage free. Since 

banks were not generally willing to give blacks mortgages, 
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Archer ' s generosity was especially important . In 1908, he 

donated land to the A. M.E . Zion church so that the building 

could be moved down to the road from the woods . In his 

honor, the church was named the Archer Memorial Church. 

Individual contributions. 

Black individuals have made notable contributions to the 

town and to their country. Many black Windsorites, for 

example, fought in the world wars. Lewis Elkey, son of 

Josiah and Lucy Elkey, was the first Windsor resident to die 

on foreign soil in World War I . His mother received a Gold 

Star in recognition of his sacrifice. Numerous tombstone 

inscriptions of blacks in Windsor's cemeteries designate 

them as veterans of one of the world wars. 

Mrs. Narcia Jones took matters into her own hands, when she 

saw a need. She persuaded the school board to provide school 

busses for all Windsor children, and she convinced them to 

open the schools on Saturdays for children's recreation . 

When food was being rationed during World War II, Mrs. Jones 

recognized that some of her neighbors did not know how to 

preserve their own garden produce. She invited five women to 

her house at night, and she taught them how to can. Together 

they canned over one thousand jars of food. In recognition 

of her efforts, she was pictured on the cover of the 

November 28, 1942 issue of the New England Homestead. Mrs . 
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Jones also supported the war by going out and selling war 

bonds • 

Audrey Lee was a justice of the peace for twenty-five years 

and a member of the Democratic Town Committee. "I wanted to 

be part of the political process in town, and so when there 

was an opening on the Democratic Town Committee, I asked and 

was selected." He was chairman of the town's first 

redevelopment commission that began the Decker Brook project 

of encasing the brook in concrete. An enthusiastic 

organizer, he has been chairman of his high school class 

reunions and has tried since 1932 to keep track of all sixty 

people in his graduating class. 

"Have you talked to Bill Best?" Almost invariably, both 

black and white Windsor residents suggest talking to William 

Howard Best about the town's black history. A modest and 

private person, Bill has been interested in history as long 

as he can remember. Part of his interest stems from his 

roots in town that go back at least to the beginning of the 

nineteenth century. Ancestors on his mother's side were 

residents of Windsor in the early 1800s. His father and his 

maternal grandfather were southerners who came up north and 

worked on local farms. As mentioned earlier, his great 

grandmother's brother , Virgil Simmons, enlisted in the Civil 

War. 
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Having lived all but a few years of his life at the property 

first owned by his greatgrandparents, James and Charlotte 

Simmons Thompson on Hayden Station Road, Bill is 

particularly well versed in the history of this area of 

town. A number of years ago, he and a childhood friend made 

a map of the neighborhood after· interviewing older residents 

and drawing on their own memories. Bill generously shares 

his knowledge and has helped numerous people seeking 

historical information. He has been, for example, an 

invaluable informant for this study, and he is currently 

aiding a researcher who hopes to create a black historic 

district in the state. 

In 1943, Bill enlisted in the Marines, where he first 

encountered overt racism, an experience that he still 

vividly recalls and one for which life in Windsor did not 

prepare him. Perhaps, however, this experience prepared him 

for the more subtle prejudice that he found in the workplace 

when he returned to the north after the war. Although he was 

unable, because his mother was ill, to pursue further 

education after the war, he tried to find jobs that suited 

him regardless of whether they were "accepted" jobs for 

blacks. He left his job at Colt Industries, where working 

with plastics was damaging his hands. ·After spending a few 

years driving a truck, he tried to get a job driving a bus 

for the Connecticut Company. Rejected initially because of 
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his color, Bill kept going to the bus company daily and 

applying for a job. Shortly after Preston Pope succeeded in 

becoming the first black bus driver, Bill reapplied, was 

hired and became another early black bus driver . 

Although Bill is well known in town for his knowledge of 

history, he is equally or better known as Windsor's first 

black policeman. Following his job at the bus company, he 

applied , passed the examination, but was rejected several 

times before he was finally hired by the Windsor Police 

Department in 1951. He served on the force for nearly 

eighteen years, until a serious injury he received on the 

job forced him to retire in 1968. Following his retirement 

from the police force, Bill opened his own printing company, 

Wil-Bes Printing, a business that he is still operating in 

town today . 

Though he and his wife have never had children of their own, 

they have been advocates and role models for many children. 

When Bill's mother died in 1950 , Bill insisted on raising 

his much younger sister. When his sister, too, died young, 

Bill and his wife raised his niece . They encouraged her to 

take a college preparatory curriculum in high school in 

spite of the school's dissuasion. She went on to earn 

advanced degrees at Howard University. Through teaching 

Sunday School at the First Congregational Church, through 

the Shriners, and the Brotherhood in Action, a group formed 
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by B'Nai Brith and the white and black masonic lodges , Bill 

has worked with many children. He has served as a deacon of 

his church, and he is currently on its pastoral care 

committee where he continues to ignore skin color as a basis 

for human relations. Whether it be in studying history, 

working as a policeman, volunteering as a charter member of 

the Hayden Station Fire Department, or serving through the 

Shriners or his church, Bill has pushed the limits imposed 

on blacks, and by guidance and example he has e ncouraged 

others to do the same . 

Dr. Ethna Beulah Winston. 

"We always called her Mrs . Bethune," says Lucy White, 

speaking of her sister and referring to the nationally 

respected black woman who was founder and president of 

Bethune-Cookman College. Dr . Ethna Beulah Winston had an 

impressive career of her own; she was a soc ial worker, 

doctor of education, college dean of woman, English and 

typing teacher at both college and high school levels. She 

is an outstanding example of a person who graciously 

accepted white assistance where it was needed, in order to 

exceed the customary expectations for blacks; and who used 

her accomplishments to make substantive contributions to her 

family's support, and to make significant contributions to 

improving the conditions for many black women and men. 
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Born in Windsor in 1903, Dr. Winston was the grandaughter of 

Peter Winston, a former slave driver, and the daughter of 

Eugenia Howard, who had come north with Congressman Rainey. 

She always felt that being born with dark skin like her 

father's was a hindrance. {Even at age of eighty-seven, 

however, she has beautiful skin.) Perhaps her color only 

made her more determined to defy those people who said she 

should not bother pursuing her education. 

After hearing from one of her fath~r's cousins in 

Washington, o.c. · that Miner Normal School was "just 

beginning to take dark colored people," Beulah was 

especially determined to attend high school. With the 

promise that her daughter now had a route to follow after 

earning a degree, Mrs. Winston made an arrangement with Mrs. 

Lamberton, one of her customers, which made it possible for 

Beulah to. attend high school. Mrs. Lamberton's failing 

health required that she have live-in help for housework, 

and she wanted someone to type her family's history. Because 

Beulah had been doing housework since she was a young girl, 

and because she knew how to type, Mrs. Lamberton was willing 

to allow her the days to attend school as long as she could 

do the housework and type the family history. Mrs. Lamberton 

paid her five dollars per month and gave her a bedroom in 

the attic. As a result of this opportunity to pursue a high 

school degree, Beulah was launched on her long and admirable 

career in education. 
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Beulah graduated from Windsor High School in 1922. That 

fall, she used the money she had earned at Mrs. Lamberton's 

to go to Washington, D.C. where she found a job with medical 

doctor Frederick H. Miner and his wife. She slept on their 

back porch and worked as their housekeeper and as Dr. 

Miner's receptionist . After working a year, she enrolled at 

Miner Normal School, though she continued to work for the 

Miners. 

In Washington, she earneq forty dollars per month, a 

substantial increase over her pay in Windsor. Though she 

sent most of her earnings home to her mother, she accepted 

Mrs. Miner's advise and assitance in opening a bank account. 

She was then able to use some of the money towards 

continuing her education at Howard University when she 

learned that Howard was accepting credits earned at Miner. 

In 1926, she entered Howard and by 1928, she was graduated 

with a Bachelor of Arts Degree in education. 

After failing to secure a job at home ("because they were 

not hiring Negroes") following her college graduation, 

Beulah went to Miami, Florida to work in her cousin's 

funeral parlor as a typist. Determined to help other blacks 

advance, she started a typing class for Negroes at a public 

night school. She and the day and night school supervisors 

all bought typewriters so that the students would have them 
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available. When her cousin could no longer pay her, she took 

a job as secretary and office manager of a Negro company, 

the National Benefit Life Insurance Company. Undoubtedly 

pleased with her capability, the company transferred her to 

their home office in Washington, D.C. where she also 

obtained off ice work in the counseling center at Howard 

University. 

Beulah continued to send money home to her family, and she 

persisted in trying to find work nearer home. Sometime 

between 1933 and 1935, she was hired to help with some of 

the social services at Shiloh Baptist Church in Hartford . 

One of the programs that Dr . Winston recalls is the lunch 

program that Shiloh offered city children during the 

Depression. Though frequently having to serve as a 

volunteer, she thoroughly enjoyed the work. 

When the superintendent of the newly created Hartford 

Department of Public Welfare asked the Shiloh pastor, Rev . 

Moody, to recommend a person to take the qualifying 

examination for a position with the department, Rev. Moody 

highly recommended Beulah Winston. She earned an excellent 

score on the examination and was promptly offered the job. 

Happy at Shiloh, she agreed to accept the welfare job only 

after Rev. Moody promised she could continue doing some work 

at the church. At the welfare department during the late 

thirties, Dr. Winston arranged for food and rent for 
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southern tobacco workers who had been brought up to work in 

the fields but had no money to return. 

Rev. Moody strongly urged her to pursue further education at 

Hartford Seminary. In May 1939, Dr. Winston received her 

Master of Arts Degree from the Hartford Seminary, having 

written a thorough study with perceptive suggestions for 

implementation, entitled, "The Need for Integrated Studies 

of Negro Culture and Achievement in Public Schools in 

Hartford, Connecticut." (Fifty years later, the Connecticut 

Humanities Council is funding creation of a fifth grade 

curriculum that includes the study of African American 

culture!) For her thesis, Dr. Winston evaluated materials 

being used in the Hartford schools, drew on her observations 

of six years as a social worker in Hartford, and analyzed 

curricula in other parts of the country that incorporated 

African American culture and included these in her paper. 

Stating ideas that are echoed in our contemporary rhetoric 

favoring multicultural education, Dr. Winston wrote, "We 

consider the need for the inclusion of studies in Negro 

culture to be an immediate need, not only for the people who 

live in this particular section, but for the enrichment of 

the entire school curricula • •. • In the process of this 

education, all groups will have opportunity to become 

acquainted with a phase of American culture which has 

previously been neglected. 11 147 
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Following graduation from the seminary, she was offered a 

position as one of a distinguished faculty at Tougaloo 

College in Tougaloo, Mississippi. 148 As Dean of Women, she 

again worked to help black women advance and instituted a 

typing course that, for lack of any other space, was taught 

in the women's dormitory. Because of her efforts, many women 

were able to obtain good jobs. She also tried to find summer 

jobs for Tougalaoo women, and on at least one occasion, 

brought a number of students to Connecticut for summer 

employment . 

Dr. Winston spent the first half of every succeeding summer 

taking courses in a degree program at Columbia University in 

New York City. On June 6, 1944 she was awarded a Doctor of 

Education at Columbia. She wrote her dissertation, once 

again studying ways of improving conditions for blacks in 

her home state, on "A Program of Guidance and Recreation in 

the Day Care of Children of Working Mothers in Hartford, 

Connecticut." 

After leaving Tougaloo, Dr. Winston taught at several 

colleges in the south before being asked to join the English 

department at Howard University. During her seven years at 

Howard, she taught composition and speech, she started 

graduate students on research, and she worked with foreign 

students to improve their use of English. Partly because she 
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lacked sufficient funds , she was unable to comply with 

Howard's publishing policy and was required to resign. She 

then began her many years of teaching English at Calvin 

Coolidge High School in Washington, D.C. 

When she was about seventy-five years' old, she retired from 

Calvin Coolidge and became a companion and aide to Dr. Norma 

Boyd, founder of the Women's International Religious 

Organization . This organization was formed to help chi ldren 

worldwide through their embassies in Washington . Dr. Winston 

became such a close friend and assistant that when Miss Boyd 

died, she gave Dr. Winston life use of her house. Dr. 

Winston has remained as involved in this organization as her 

health has permitted her to be. 

Dr. Winston is quick to say that she is very proud of the 

business courses that she taught, because "they were needed 

for the colored . " They helped the business owner and they 

helped the student get better jobs. But it is clear, also, 

that Dr. Winston is very proud of her academic achievements 

and the personal endorsements that she has received along 

the way; she is proud of having been able to help support 

her mother and siblings; she is proud of her part in helping 

children around the world through her participation in 

W.I . R.F. 
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In spite of having had two strokes, Dr . Winston at age 

eight-seven is still interested in studying and researching. 

Though in a less formal manner than in the classroom, she is 

still teaching by sharing with other people her knowledge 

and by encouraging them as they follow their own pursuits. 

Coda. 

In 1982, Willie Graham, with the support of a group of other 

local African Americans, formed the Windsor African American 

Civic Organization. "We the members," reads the mission 

statement of this organization," hold as our mission the 

enhancement and facilitation of equal participation within 

all aspects of the political, social, and economic processes 

within the Windsor community. 11149 Each year, in addition to 

other activities, the WAACA sponsors a student performed 

program celebrating the black experience. 

Several years ago, the Windsor recreation department, with 

the support of many black and white individuals, formed 

"Ebony and Ivory," a group which meets monthly for a pot 

luck supper, a special program, and an opportunity for 

Windsor people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds to 

become better acquainted. 
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